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Sammanfattning 
Den ökande beslutsamheten att möta klimatförändringarna har bidragit till att miljövänliga 
innovationer har blivit allt viktigare. Dock har den här typen av innovationer en tendens att 
spridas långsamt på marknaden. Trots detta är vetskapen kring hur företag egentligen lyckas 
med att introducera hållbara innovationer på marknaden relativt outforskat. Det elektrokroma 
fönstret är en miljövänlig innovation som trots sin relativt överlägsna teknologi och potential 
att minska byggnadssektorns energiförbrukning har haft en relativt långsam spridning. Syftet 
med detta arbete är därför att analysera de svårigheter som är relaterade till anammande och 
spridning av miljövänliga innovationer. Avsikten är att identifiera förutsättningar som kan 
förbättra det elektrokroma fönstrets förutsättningar att anammas inom byggnadssektorn, samt 
att visa hur en ökad förståelse kring de faktorer/attribut som påverkar anammande och 
spridning av eco-innovationer kan användas till att öka andelen miljövänliga innovationer 
som tas upp och sprids på marknaden. 

Resultaten är baserade på data från flera olika forskningsmetoder så som en litteratursökning, 
en analys av marknaden för fönster/fasadapplikationer, grundläggande byggnadssimuleringar, 
en enklare livscykelanalys, samt kostnadseffektivitetsberäkningar. Dessa data används sedan 
för att utvärdera det elektrokroma fönstrets prestanda relativt åtta faktorer/attribut som hävdas 
ha påverkan på anammandet och spridningen av miljövänliga innovationer. 

De främsta slutsatserna av arbetet är att det elektrokroma fönstret presterar väl relativt de 
flesta av de identifierade faktorerna och bör därför ha goda framtidsutsikter för att bli 
anammad inom byggnadssektorn. Resultaten visar även att trots att fönstret har en hög 
energibesparingspotential tack vare dess påverkan på behovet av komfortkyla, så är det dess 
förmåga att tillhandahålla en fri utsikt som är dess största fördel. Denna fördel medför att 
fönstren kan bidra till både ekonomiska fördelar så väl som hälsofördelar vilket gör dem 
fördelaktiga för hela samhället. Dock, eftersom dessa fördelar inte väl förmedlade så finns det 
i nuläget en tveksamhet till att anamma fönstret. Följaktligen föreslås det att fortsatta studier 
bör ägnas åt att öka förståelsen kring kundernas önskningar och behov samt att bevisa 
fönstrens fördelar relativt dessa. Särskilt fokus bör ägnas åt värdet i att tillhandahålla fri utsikt 
då detta kan vara den nisch som särskiljer de elektrokroma fönstren from de redan etablerade 
produkterna på marknaden. 

Nyckelord: innovationsdiffusion, miljövänliga innovationer, innovationsspridning, anammande av 
innovationer, elektrokroma fönster
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Abstract 
The increased determination to tackle the climate change has resulted in an increased 
importance of environmental friendly innovations. However, these types of products have a 
tendency to diffuse slowly into markets. Yet, the actual way through which firms succeed in 
bringing sustainable innovations to the market is relatively unexplored. The electrochromic 
window is an eco-innovation that despite its relatively superior technology and potential to 
reduce the energy consumption of the building sector has had relatively slow market 
diffusion. The aim of this thesis is hence to analyze the difficulties related to adoption and 
diffusion of eco-innovations. The purpose is to identify prerequisites that can improve the 
electrochromic window’s prospects of successful diffusion, and show how increased 
understanding of the factors/attributes that affects adoption and diffusion of eco-innovation 
can be used to improve the share of environmental friendly products on the market. 
 
The findings are based on data from multiple research methods, such as a literature review, an 
analysis of the market for window/façade applications, basic building simulations, a 
simplified life cycle assessment, and cost-effectiveness calculations. This data is used to 
evaluate the electrochromic window’s performance relative eight factors/attributes that is 
argued to affect adoption and diffusion of eco-innovation.  

The main conclusions are that the electrochromic window performs well relative most of the 
identified factors and should hence have good prospects of being adopted within the building 
sector. Also, even though the electrochromic window has a high energy-saving potential due 
to its effect on buildings’ cooling need, the findings indicate that the window’s main benefit is 
its ability to ensure an unobstructed view. As a result, the window can provide both 
significant economic benefits as well as health benefits and thus also be beneficial for the 
society. However, since the benefits of the window are not communicated well to customers, 
there is currently a hesitance to adopt the window. Consequently, it is suggested that further 
research should be devoted to the understanding of needs and wants of the potential adopters 
and to prove the benefits of the window relative these needs and wants. Extra devotion should 
be given to the benefits of the unobstructed view since this could be the niche that separates 
the electrochromic window from currently established solar shading solutions on the market.  

Key-words: eco-innovation, innovation diffusion, innovation adoption, electrochromic window
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1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to give a brief introduction to the underlying background and 

problem formulation as well as present the objective and research question of the master 

thesis. 

1.1 Background 
At the European Council in 2007, the European Union came to an agreement that, by the year 

2020, the European countries should reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by 20%, increase 

the share of renewable energy with 20% and improve energy efficiency by saving 20% of the 

energy used (European Commission, 2008; European Commission, 2010). These goals have 

become known as the 20-20-20 by 2020 and were a symbol of Europe’s determination to 

tackle the climate change (European Commission, 2008). We are, however, a long way from 

reaching the 20% energy-savings objective (European Commission, 2010).  

As a result, the importance of sustainable and environmental friendly innovations that can 

reduce the negative impact on the environment, for example by conserving energy and/or 

resources, and hence enable societies to become more sustainable has been growing for 

several years (Schiedrig et al., 2012; Boons & Lüdeke-Freund, 2012; Rennings, 2000). Major 

engineering disciplines are dedicating significant research to sustainable solutions and for a 

majority of firms inventing and adopting sustainable products and processes is a part of every 

day life (Schiedrig, et al., 2012; Rennings, 2000).  

However, environmentally friendly products have a tendency to diffuse slowly into markets 

(Ozaki, 2011). Some of the suggested explanations for this is that they might be perceived as 

too expensive, not offering the same functionality as the existing products, or that they might 

require consumers to change their behavior (Ozaki, 2011). Rogers (2003) argues that a 

superior technology is no guarantee of market success. Hence, in order for a product based on 

an unfamiliar technology to get accepted on a market where another technology is already 

established it is necessary to objectively analyze the product and set up a strategy (Weiss & 

Dale, 1998). However, even though sustainable innovations are meaningless without a 

successful diffusion in society (Hall & Clark, 2003; Hall & Rosenberg, 2010), the actual way 

through which firms succeed in bringing sustainable innovations to the market is relatively 

unexplored (Boons & Lüdeke-Freund, 2012).  
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1.2 The Case of the Electrochromic Smart Window 
One example of an eco-innovation that has faced the issue of slow diffusion in society despite 

a relatively superior technology are the dynamic tintable “smart windows”, which can change 

properties such as the solar factor and the transmission of radiation in the solar spectrum in 

response to external triggering signals (Baetens et al., 2010). One of these solutions is the 

electrochromic (EC) window, which has been stated to be the most promising state-of-the-art 

technology for daylight and solar energy purposes (Baetens et al., 2010; CEC PIER, 2006). 

The EC window is an active solar control device similar to a thin-film electrical battery whose 

transmittance in the visible and near-IR part of the spectrum can be reversibly modulated by 

the application of low voltage (Papaefthimiou, 2010). As a result the EC technology enables 

the user to dynamically change the transmittance of the window and hence make it darker or 

lighter.  

Windows are considered to be one of the weak spots on buildings when it comes to energy 

use, both because of the thermal losses through the windows but also because of increased 

cooling need, especially in office buildings, due to transmittance of solar radiation (Poirazis, 

2008; Baetens et al. 2010; Papaefthimiou, 2010). Consequently, as the trend goes towards 

increased window areas in buildings (Poirazis, 2008), the use of energy consuming comfort 

cooling is also increasing (Granqvist et al., 2009; Papaefthimiou, 2010).  

There are products used on the market today in form of different solar shadings (e.g. films, 

blinds, shutters, etc.), which are somewhat dealing with the radiation problem (ES-SO, 

2011a). These solutions, however, are far from optimal and are also the source of some new 

problems. They are, for example, often difficult to maintain, sensitive to extreme weather 

conditions and in many cases noisy (Blomsterberg, 2008). Furthermore, the main reasons for 

increasing the window area of buildings are motivated by various architectural aspects such as 

admittance of more natural daylight and creating a feeling of being connected to the outside 

environment (Papaefthimiou, 2010; Chau et al., 2006; Heerwagen, 2000; Byrd, 2012). A 

closed blind, for example, will hence counteract some of the main purposes of using large 

windows or facades in buildings (Byrd, 2012) while the EC windows can provide an 

unmitigated view and dynamic illumination control simultaneously (Lee & DiBartolomeo, 

2002). 
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The technology of electrochromism was discovered and made publicly in the 1970s and since 

then the glass industry has been trying to take smart windows to the market, although without 

any widespread success (Baetens et al., 2010). Previously conducted studies on EC windows 

indicate that the technology has large potential for reducing the need of comfort cooling and 

at the same time avoid the problems that are associated with the current solar shading 

solutions (CEC PIER, 2006; Papaefthimiou, 2010; Persson, 2006; Syrrakou et al., 2005). For 

example, previous conducted studies indicate that EC windows could potentially reduce the 

need of energy used on comfort cooling with approximately 20-54% compared with a 

standard double low-e window and in some cases even avoid the need of a HVAC system 

completely (Persson, 2006; Granqvist et al., 2007; Papaefthimiou et al., 2006). However, even 

though the window industry has been trying to introduce smart windows on the market for 

some decades and the windows have the potential to help Europe reach the 2020 targets, the 

rate of market diffusion has been relatively slow (Baetens et al. 2010).  

1.3 Problem Formulation 
Since the building sector is one of the areas with the largest energy-saving potential and 

accounts for about 40 % of the energy consumption in the European Union and the sector is 

increasing, it is argued by the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the 

energy performance of buildings for the importance to investigate how to tap into this area in 

order to reach the 20% energy-savings objective (OJ No. L 153 18.6.2010; European 

Commission, 2010). Consequently, it is important to find alternative solutions that could 

reduce the windows’ impact on buildings’ energy consumption (Baetens et al. 2010). 

However, as the example of the EC window indicates, the problem might not be inventing the 

solutions but actually diffusing them into society. Hence, it is of interest to investigate what it 

actually is that enables firms to successfully bring eco-innovations to the market and what the 

most common pitfalls and obstacles are to overcome. Furthermore, it will be of interest to 

investigate if an increased knowledge about these factors could be used to create a strategy for 

how to increase the prospects of successful adoption and diffusion of eco-innovations.   

1.4 Objective and Research Questions 
The objective of this thesis is to analyze the difficulties related market introduction of eco-

innovations in order to identify factors/attributes that affect adoption and diffusion of eco-

innovations and use the findings in order to evaluate the prospects of EC windows to be 

successfully adopted and diffused within the building sector.  
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The thesis will focus on answering the following two main research questions: 

• What are the factors/attributes that affect the adoption and diffusion of eco-

innovations? 

• Considering these factors/attributes, what are the prospects of EC windows being 

successfully adopted and diffused within the building sector and how can these 

prospects be improved? 

These research questions have been broken down into the following sub questions: 

• How well does the EC window, in its current state, perform relative the 

factors/attributes that affect the adoption and diffusion of eco-innovations? 

• What are the prerequisites for an increased probability of successful adoption and 

diffusion of the EC windows in the future? 

1.5 Outline 
The outline for the remaining part of the thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2: The choice of methodology and methods used for the research is presented and 

discussed together with a discussion of the quality of the study. 

Chapter 3: A summarized description of the EC window and its properties is presented to 

create a context for the remaining of the thesis. 

Chapter 4: The main findings from the literature reviewed for the purpose of this thesis are 

presented, in order give an insight in the theoretical areas used for the analysis. 

Chapter 5: To create an understanding of the behaviors and needs of the potential market, 

the results from the market analysis are presented. 

Chapter 6: The results from the performance evaluation (building simulations, life cycle 

assessment, and the cost-effectiveness calculations) are presented. 

Chapter 7: The previously presented findings from the literature review and market 

analysis are analyzed and discussed in relation to the results from the 

performance evaluation.  

Chapter 8: To finish up the thesis, the conclusions are presented and the research questions 

are answered, followed by suggestions for future research. 
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1.6 Delimitations 
Since this thesis was conducted during a limited time and the analyzed problem is rather 

complex, consisting of many part subjects, a couple of delimitations had to be done. Also, due 

to limited access to detailed information about the EC windows and its competitors several 

assumptions had to be made. 

One delimitation is that since there are large differences between different countries 

regarding, for example different climates, building types and materials used, energy costs, 

wages for cleaning and maintenance etc., comparisons between different countries is difficult 

and perhaps meaningless (REHVA, 2006). Hence, this thesis is limited to mainly focus on the 

Swedish building sector and the use of the EC windows in new constructed office buildings 

with a large window-to-area-ratio of glazing/façade. 

Furthermore, there are several different solutions for EC windows of which a few will be 

presented in this thesis. Most of these solutions are sold as entire windows. However, since 

there are new upcoming technologies available on the market that enables the production of 

an EC foil, which is assumed to be more easily adapted on the market and more 

environmental friendly, the performance evaluation will be conducted with main focus on 

windows with EC foil. 

Also, the thesis will not discuss other upcoming innovative window applications in any depth 

but instead focus on the EC window in comparison to the currently conventionally used solar 

shading systems. 

Lastly, the thesis will not focus on measuring or predicting the rate of diffusion of EC 

windows but rather analyze whether or not there are prerequisites available for a successful 

diffusion. Hence, the thesis will not be using forecasting and modeling of innovation diffusion 

such as the famous Bass model and its many enhancements, nor will the thesis discuss the 

market size dynamics in depth. These type of models have been argued to work as useful aids 

to understanding diffusion in a scholarly context, but have less practical utility for integrating 

diffusion attributes in an entirely prospective evaluation of a technology’s chances for market 

success (Weiss & Dale, 1998) which is the objective of this thesis. 
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2 Methodology 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the methodology and methods used for this thesis. 

The chapter will begin with presenting the methods used for data collection and data 

analysis. This is followed by a discussion regarding the quality of the research.  

Since this thesis investigates what the prospects are of EC windows being successfully 

adopted and diffused within the building sector and how these prospects can be improved, a 

case study method was used. Case study methods have become commonly used research 

methods within many areas where there is a distinctive need to understand complex social 

phenomena (Yin, 2009), which is the case for this thesis. Furthermore, since the intent with 

this thesis was to investigate a contemporary situation without any possibility to manipulate 

behaviors, opinions or performance of the investigated objects (Yin, 2009), it was considered 

suitable to use an exploratory case study for the purpose of this specific thesis. 

2.1 Data Collection 
The objective of this thesis is to analyze the difficulties related to introductions of eco-

innovations in order to create an understanding that could be applied on the specific case of 

the study. Phenomenon and contexts are not always distinguishable in real-life situations and 

often copes with situations in which there will be more variables of interest than data points 

wherefore case studies often rely on multiple sources of evidence. (Yin, 2009) Thus, since the 

goal of the study was to provide a rich, contextualized understanding of some aspect of this 

particular case rather than to generalize, triangulation has been used for this thesis. In other 

words, multiple research methods (qualitative and quantitative) have been used for the data 

collection (Polit &Beck, 2010; Collis & Hussey, 2009; Yin, 2009).  

2.1.1 Literature Review 

A significant part of the findings in this thesis builds on information retrieved from a 

literature review of secondary sources in form of documentation such as books, previously 

published studies and conference papers. The main purpose of the literature review was to 

create an understanding of the adoption and diffusion of eco-innovations difficulties and to 

review the previously published body of knowledge regarding EC windows. Thus, review of 

relevant documentation from secondary sources has been continuously done throughout the 

entire study. 
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Relevant secondary sources were conducted from different databases such as Scopus, Harvard 

Business Review, Emerald, JSTOR, and others, through the KTH Library service Primo or 

through the Google search engine and the dedicated Google Scholar. 

The main key words used for the literature search within the area of diffusion of eco-

innovations were: 

• Innovation diffusion 
• Innovation adoption 
• Eco-innovations 
• Environmental innovations 
• Green innovations 
• Sustainable innovations 

The main key words used for other parts of the study were: 

• Electrochromic windows 
• Smart windows 
• Green buildings 
• Importance of being connected to the outside 
• Occupant productivity 
• Indoor environmental quality 

2.1.2 Market Analysis 

Since it is essential for the product to be compatible with the market in order to increase the 

rate of diffusion it is necessary to understand the market dynamics (Rogers, 2003). Thus, the 

next step of the study was to conduct a market analysis in order to investigate factors such as, 

who the competitors and most influential market actors are, which values that are influencing 

the decisions to buy a product, and what the needs are of the potential adopters. 

Previously Conducted Analysis of the Market for Window/Façade Applications 

It was found that an extensive market analysis had been conducted in May 2012 regarding the 

market for windows/facade applications with focus on EC windows. The market analysis was 

conducted by a noted consultancy firm specialized on strategy and marketing and since it was 

considered to be accurate and trustworthy, the most relevant findings of the market analysis 

have been summarized and used as main source for the market analysis of this thesis.  

The market analysis was carried out in several steps. Initially, several workshops were held 

with representatives from a worldwide-recognized company known for its innovation within 
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advanced glass and facade-work, and a manufacturer of EC film. After the workshops, an 

expert within the area of glass and façade manufacturing validated the results. In the next 

step, interviews were conducted with IGU and window manufactures, as well as with other 

decision influencers. Furthermore, 15 interviews were conducted with influencers from 

different companies representing architects, window manufactures, and glazers from Sweden, 

Denmark, USA and Germany. Unfortunately, due to confidentiality reasons the entire market 

analysis is not publically available wherefore a full reference to the report cannot be given in 

this thesis and only a summary of the most significant results will be presented. 

Focused Interviews/Discussions 

The market analysis discussed above had, to some extent, disregarded the opinions of the last 

segment of the value chain (end customers/owners/tenants) that, according to the finding of 

market analysis, have a relatively high influence on the market. Due to this, it was decided to 

supplement the market analysis with a few qualitative interviews to further investigate the 

needs of the market. The aim of the interviews was to provide a contextualized understanding 

of the opinions and needs of the actors and customers on the market and to crosscheck and 

verify the findings from the previously conducted market analysis.  

The interviews were conducted with specialists and managers within the area of green 

buildings, commercial building development, solar shadings etc. All the respondents were 

held anonymous in this thesis to establish a trustful environment where the interviewees’ felt 

that they could express themselves honestly. The interviews were structured as focused 

interviews with open-ended questions since this would make it possible to obtain more 

detailed information about interesting topics and to explore new topics that might occur 

during the interviews (Collis & Hussey, 2010). 

Secondary Sources 

Also, since the previously conducted market analysis did not focus a lot on the most relevant 

competing solutions available, the market analysis was supplemented with a section of 

previous research and performance calculations that had been done on the identified 

competing solutions. This data was collected from secondary sources, mainly the website of 

European Solar Shading Organization (ES-SO). ES-SO is an organization that represents the 

solar shading trade associations from different European countries with the objective to 

provide a permanent point of contact between its members and the European authorities (ES-

SO, 2011b). Accordingly, this secondary data was considered reliable.  
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2.1.3 Performance Evaluation 

When the needs of the market had been identified, the next step was to evaluate the EC 

windows’ relative performance in relation to the identified needs. Hence, the next step of the 

data collection was to conduct a performance evaluation. The performance evaluation 

consisted of three parts: (i) building simulations, (ii) a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), and (iii) 

cost-effectiveness calculations of the EC window.  

Building Simulations 

Getting real measured values for the performance of EC windows is a long process since the 

windows need to be tested in a laboratory for long time (for more information regarding the 

test process, see Bülow-Hübe, 2007). Hence, in order get an indication of the performance of 

the windows it is preferable to use building simulation software (Papaefthimiou, 2010). Since 

the results from previously conducted research on EC windows vary within a wide range and 

also is fragmented in focus, it was decided to conduct a couple of basic building simulations 

with the use of EC windows. In addition, a couple of simulations with the used of the same 

simulation parameters and conventionally used solar shading solutions were done to be able 

to compare the results from the EC windows with different scenarios.  

There are several options of simulation software available on the market, which all has its 

strengths and weaknesses. For this study, it was decided to use the software tool IDA ICE 4 

(EQUA, n.d.), which is argued to be suitable for this type of simulation (Blomsterberg, 

2008; REHVA, 2006). This is an advanced dynamic energy simulation program for buildings, 

which is professionally used to simulate the building’s heating need, cooling need, need of 

artificial lighting, thermal comfort, air quality, etc. (ibid.) 

Due to the complexity of this type of building simulation, the simulations for this thesis had to 

be simplified. Thus, simulations were done on the properties of an apartment in a “regular” 

apartment building instead of an office building. As a result, the level of user comfort and 

productivity could not be simulated to the same extent as for office buildings. Due to this, an 

additional simplified simulation was done on a ‘test room’ to get an indication of the EC 

windows’ effect on user comfort and predicted percentage of dissatisfied occupants. For the 

simulations, climate data from 2011 in Kalmar, Sweden, was used. Further details on the 

properties used for the building simulations can be found in Appendix A. 
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Life Cycle Assessment  

From the literature review and the market analysis it was identified that another area of 

interest among the customers was the impact that the EC window would have on the 

environment during its entire lifetime and how well it performed relative its environmental 

friendly claims. Hence, an additional step to the performance evaluation was to conduct a 

basic Life Cycle Assessment (LCA).  

A LCA is an environmental management tool used to quantify a product’s or process’ 

potential environmental impact over its entire life cycle (Azapagic, 1999). By using a LCA it 

is possible to compare the energy saving potential of different alternatives but also take into 

consideration factors such as expected lifetime, environmental impact, material usage etc., 

which are desirable for this part of the research (Baumann & Tillman, 2004). The LCA was 

conducted with the aim to be as similar as possible to the guidelines given by ISO 

14040:2006 and ISO 14044:2006. Hence, it included a definition of goal and scope of the 

analysis (GSI), a life cycle inventory phase (LCI), a life cycle impact assessment phase 

(LCIA), and an interpretation phase.  

The software CES EduPack was used for the LCA. This is a basic program that enables the 

analysis with material information and other calculations. Most of the values used for the 

LCA came from estimations concerning energy and material use estimated by one of the 

manufacturers of the EC window. Due to confidentiality reasons detailed information 

regarding these estimations cannot be provided. Figures regarding the energy saving potential 

during the usage phase was conducted from the results from the building simulations.  

The goal of the LCA of the EC window was to create an understanding of how large the 

current environmental impact of the window is and to make an overall comparison of a 

functional solution using an EC window as a solar shading solution in comparison to a regular 

window without solar shading. The reason for this was to get an understanding of what the 

most critical parts of the EC window are with regard to environmental impact. 

It should, however, be noted that due to limitations in the software used and to limited 

information regarding the exact components in the electronics of the window, a couple of 

assumptions and simplifications had to be done for the LCA. For example, the complexity of 

the electrolyte for the EC film had to be simplified. Furthermore, the energy used for the 

manufacturing of the EC film had to be included in the usage phase. Also, to estimate the 
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impact of the reduced energy consumption a corresponding amount of energy was added to 

the usage phase of the regular 3-glass window even though this window in itself does not 

consume any energy during this phase.  

Furthermore, it was assumed that the entire window was put on a landfill after its end of life. 

This is a worst-case scenario since it would be preferable if parts of the window could be 

recycled at least to some extent. However, according to Syrrakou, et al. (2005) it is common 

that the currently commercial available regular windows consist of different types of materials 

that would be preferable to separate and recycle. However, even though this is possible to 

accomplish by melting the window in different temperatures most windows are put on 

landfills or grounded and used as filling in roads etc., due to the large cost associated with 

recycling them. Consequently, it was decided use the worst-case scenario for end-of-life 

handling of the EC windows. 

Cost-effectiveness Calculations 

Since the economic factors of the innovation (profitability, return on investment, etc.) were 

recurrent subjects in both the findings from the literature review and the market analysis, the 

cost-effectiveness of the EC window was estimated. This estimation was done by the use of 

calculations of net present value (NPV), return on investment (ROI) and estimated payback 

period.  

The calculation methods used for the estimations were based on the method presented in 

REHVA Guidebook no 6: Indoor Climate and Productivity in Offices (REHVA, 2006), which 

uses an annuity cost model to calculate the cost-effectiveness. This method builds on the same 

models and calculation procedures as used in LCC-analysis (Life Cycle Costing). It includes 

the following three cost items: (i) incremental investment cost (compared with a basic case), 

(ii) change in operating and maintenance cost (including e.g. energy costs, operation and 

maintenance costs, cleaning costs), and (iii) productivity loss due to indoor environment. The 

method is based on the annuity cost model, where the initial investment is equally distributed 

annually over the lifetime of the investment. This annuity of the investment can then be 

compared with the annual operation costs and changes in the productivity. It should, however, 

be acknowledged that there is a high level of uncertainty associated with these cost-benefit 

calculations wherefore it should only be seen as an example with the aim to illustrate the 

potential benefits of EC windows in financial terms (REHVA, 2006). 
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The calculation method was further developed to calculate an estimated NPV of the 

investment and ROI with regard to lifetime of the investment and the interest rate, as well as 

the impact of the investment on energy use, operation and maintenance cost, cleaning costs, 

and productivity. Detailed descriptions of the calculation procedures can be found in 

Appendix B.  

The values used in the cost-effectiveness estimation were based on results from the building 

simulations, secondary sources, and example values used in REHVA no 6: Indoor Climate 

and Productivity in Offices (REHVA, 2006), 

A few of assumptions have been made for the calculations. The main assumption is that the 

increased profitability is due to improved productivity as a result of better work performance 

and reduced sick leave while other factors such as, for example, market situation are constant. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that the value of the investment is negligible at the end of its 

lifetime. Also, it is assumed that the change in operating and maintenance costs is due to 

change in energy use while the rest of the operating and maintenance costs are assumed to be 

unchanged.  

2.2 Data Analysis 
According to Yin (2009) the analysis of case study evidence is one of the least developed and 

most difficult aspects of doing case studies wherefore much depends on the investigators own 

style of rigorous empirical thinking and careful consideration of alternative interpretations. 

Consequently, since the results in this thesis consist of both qualitative and quantitative data, 

it was necessary to restructure the data in a more comprehensive way and to detextualize it 

into a table (Collis & Hussey, 2009).   

First, the findings from the literature review regarding adoption and diffusion of innovations 

were structured and compared to identify the factors that potentially can affect the adoption 

and diffusion of eco-innovations. Secondly, the findings from the market analysis were used 

to further adapt the findings from the literature review specifically to the case of the EC 

windows. Thirdly, the results from the performance evaluation and results from the 

previously conducted studies on EC windows were analyzed in relation to the findings from 

the literature review and the market analysis. The analysis process is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of the analysis process used for the thesis. 

 

2.3 Quality of Research 
Yin (2009) argues that there are three tests that are useful for evaluating the quality of 

exploratory case studies: (i) reliability, (ii) construct validity, and (iii) external validity. 

2.3.1 Reliability 

Reliability refers to the absence of random error, meaning that if another researcher was to 

repeat the study again following the same steps the results would be the same (Yin, 2009; 

Gibberg and Ruigrok, 2012). Two keywords for increasing the reliability are transparency and 

replication (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2012).  

Unfortunately, a lot of the information used in this thesis, for example the market analysis, 

came from confidential sources and could not be fully presented. Furthermore, the interviews 

were structured as focused discussions around the topic of EC windows without following a 

structured question scheme, and all the interviewees were kept anonymous. As a result, the 

transparency and replication of the study can be considered rather low. However, as much as 

possible of the data that was used for the analysis was presented in the thesis in order to 

increase the transparency. Furthermore, all of the necessary data for the simulations and 

calculations (besides the LCA) was provided to facilitate any attempt to replicate the study.  
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2.3.2 Construct Validity 

Construct validity refers to the identification of correct operational measures for the concepts 

being studied (Yin, 2009). It is argued that that validity cannot be achieved in qualitative 

studies since they are not compatible with the assumption that an objective reality can be 

obtained from different ways of looking at it (Silverman, 2005). However, it is also argued 

that by using different data collection strategies and different data sources one can increase 

the validity of the qualitative study (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2012). Thus, to increase the validity 

of the thesis, several data collection methods were used both to collect different types of data 

but also to confirm the validity of the data collected.  

Furthermore, in order to increase the construct validity of this study, a wide base of theory 

was reviewed previous to the study to identify the most appropriate methods to use. In 

addition, experts within the area of energy simulations were consulted to ensure that suitable 

methods were used for the building simulations to get as accurate results as possible. 

2.3.3 External Validity 

External validity infers that the theories must be shown to account the phenomena in other 

settings than the one studied (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2012), in other words defining the domain 

to which a study’s findings can be generalized (Yin, 2009). The strength of the study’s 

external validity is different for different parts of the study. For example, the theoretical 

concepts used and the identified factors, which affect adoption and diffusion, could be argued 

to be generalizable on most types of eco-innovations. Furthermore, several of these findings 

from the market analysis could likely be used for similar studies on other products besides EC 

windows that falls under the category of window/façade applications but also, to some extent, 

on other products targeting the building sector. However, it should be noted that since the 

thesis focuses on the Swedish building sector, many of the findings should not be generalized 

to other countries. For example, the conducted interviews were only held with a few experts 

from the Swedish building sector and even though their opinions mostly were used to validate 

the findings from the previously conducted market analysis, their opinions might not be 

generalizable to other cases.  
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3 The Electrochromic Window 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a summarized description of the EC window and its 

properties in order to create a context for the remaining of the thesis. 

3.1 Electrochromics – A Chromogenic Material 
The EC window belongs to a category of products that is usually referred to as ‘smart 

windows’. This is advanced switchable glazing that use external stimuli (i.e. electrical voltage 

or charge, temperature, ultraviolet irradiation, etc.) to control light/energy admittance. The 

most commonly used technology used in these types of windows is chromogenics. 

Chromogenics represents a class of material in which a change in an external energy source 

produces a property change in the optical properties of the material, for example, absorptance 

or reflectance. Since this change in optical properties is often perceived as a color change the 

materials are often referred to as ‘color-changing’ (Figure 3.1). (Papaefthimiou, 2010)  

Figure 3.1. Switching sequence of an EC laminated glass. 

 
Source: Baetens et al., (2010) 

Some of the most commonly used materials in the chromogenic family include the following:  

• Photochromics: materials that change colors when exposed to light. 

• Thermochromics: materials that change color due to temperature changes. 

• Chemochromics: materials that change color when exposed to specific chemical 

environments. 

• Electrochromics: materials that change color when a voltage is applied. Related 

technologies include liquid crystal devices and suspended particle devices. 

One thing that differentiates the electrochromics from the others is that it is electrically 

activated while the others are environmentally activated, which provides the user with 

opportunity to control the behavior of the material (Papaefthimiou, 2010). Environmentally 

driven materials have their benefits when it comes to being part of a window. For example, it 

can easily be directly incorporated into existing facades. However, buildings have to deal with 

numerous circumstances in which the environmental response is not necessary synchronized 
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with the need of the building. As a result, the electrochromics have become the technologies 

of devotion for glazing and façade manufactures and are the most recommended chromogenic 

technologies for building facades. (Papaefthimiou, 2010) Thus, since the focus of this thesis is 

on the EC window, the first three materials will not be further discussed in this thesis.  

3.2 Materials and Structure 
A typical EC window is an active solar control device whose transmittance in the visible and 

near-IR part of the spectrum can be reversibly modulated by the application of low voltage 

(typically 1-5V DC) and is similar to a thin-film electrical battery (Papaefthimiou, 2010). 

There are numerous materials and design configurations for practical EC devices available 

(for an exhaustive summary of layouts and key parameters up to 2009, see Papaefthimiou, 

2010). One example is presented in Figure 3.2. However, the device usually consists of a five-

layer structure consisting of:  

1. A transparent and electrically conductive film on plastic or glass; 

2. An active EC layer consisting of either organic or inorganic materials, where 

the inorganic material tungsten oxide (WO3) is the most common;  

3. An ion-conducting electrolyte (which often works as the laminating means that 

holds the two coated glass sheets together) that can either be of solid, liquid or 

gel type; 

4. An ion storage layer; and  

5. A second transparent conductive film for which the best materials in terms of 

optical and electrical properties has been shown to be In2O3:Sn.  

Figure 3.2. EC device layers and EC window layout. 

 
Source: Papaefthimiou et al (2009) 
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3.3 Commercially Available Electrochromic Windows 
The flat glass market has been considered to be one of the most attractive markets for EC 

windows due to its wide range of possible applications for different building types 

(Papaefthimiou, 2010). However, although many manufacturers claim to have EC smart 

windows, Baetens et al. (2010) argue that only a few companies actually produce state-of-the-

art windows applicable for buildings that are truly based on electrochromics. 

One of these companies is SAGE Electrochromics Inc. (NY, USA), which has been 

recognized worldwide for its EC technology and was the first company to provide an EC 

window suitable for the building window industry. They are also the only company whose 

window has passed the standard American test method ASTM E-2141-06. Another firm is 

EControl-Glas (Germany) who provides glass for exterior building applications according to 

the European standard test methods EN ISO 12543-4. Both these companies use a single 

WO3-layer and are sputtering each layer directly on the glass and are hence manufacturing 

whole isolated glass units (IGU). Another less known competitor is View (former Soladigm).  

However, Baetens (2010) and Papaefthimiou (2010) also discuss some other upcoming 

solutions where ChromoGenics (Uppsala, Sweden), who is producing a flexible EC foil, is 

argued to be the most relevant competitor. This EC foil is argued to have large potential of 

being a future competitor due to its flexibility, which enable it to be used in a variety of 

applications related to buildings since it potentially can be used both as a conventional add-on 

film but also laminated between rigid glass of choice (Papaefthimiou, 2010).  

In recent years, many research laboratories and industrial companies have tested EC devices 

suitable for various applications and an exhaustive summary of the results can be found in the 

work of Papaefthimiou (2010) and Baetens et al. (2010). However since this thesis is 

delimited to focus on the building sector, a summary of the properties of the commercially 

available windows for buildings that are mentioned above is presented in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1. Summary of operational characteristics and properties of commercially available EC windows.   

 
Source: SAGE (2013), EControl-Glas (n.d.), View (n.d.), ChromoGenics (n.d.). 

The switching time of the windows is strongly connected to the size of the window. However, 

most tests show that windows with an area that is larger than 1000cm2 have cycling times that 

exceed 200s (Papaefthimiou, 2010). For example, tests conducted by Lawrence Berkley 

National Laboratory on the windows of SAGE shows that the switching time from fully 

colored to fully bleach state takes approximately 6-7 minutes (Baetens, 2010).  

As presented in Table 3.1 the current projected prize points of the EC glazing is within the 

700-1000€/m2 range (excluding cost for control system and installation). For example, 

Syrrakou et al. (2006) discusses in their article that the price point within 800€/m2 range, 

which was then current purchase cost by the time of the study, was not low enough to be 

competitive. It is argued that a price reduction to at least 200€/m2 is necessary in order to 

create operational energy benefits that are higher than the purchase cost.  

According to Papaefthimiou (2010), since windows in buildings are expected to have a long 

lifetime, the durability of the windows have been exhaustively tested and discussed. He argue 

that the expected lifetime includes both the number of cycles that the window endure, but also 

the ability to survive for prolonged periods in both the bleach state and the colored state, as 

well as the uniformity during the coloration in different operating temperatures. The results 

show that the expected lifetime for the windows is 20-30 years using an estimation of 25000-

50000 coloration/bleaching cycles, assuming approximately three cycles a day (ibid.).  

Manufacturer* Material* Size*(cm2)* U* g* Tvis*
Approximate*

price*
*(€/m2)*

Durability*

SAGE*
Electrochromics*
Inc.*

WO3$based* 108*x*150* 0.64* 0.40*$0.03* 0.56*–*0.01* 700* 10$year*
warranty*

EControlG*Glas* WO3$based* 120*x*220* 0.6* 0.50*–*0.15* 0.46*$0.13* 700* 10$year*
warranty*

View* WO3*$based* 80*x*120* 0.74* 0.52*–*0.06* 0.52*–*0.04* 1000*
*

10$year*
warranty*

ChromoGenics* WO3$*NiO$
based* 180*x*360* 0.55* 0.39*–*0.12* 0.50*–*0.15* Not*on*the*

market*yet* $*
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4 Literature Review 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings from the literature review with the aim 

to provide the reader with some of the most relevant insights provided by previously 

published work. The chapter will begin with a short introduction on the concepts of 

sustainability and ‘eco-innovation’. Next, findings regarding adoption and diffusion of 

innovations in general and eco-innovations specifically are presented. This is followed by 

findings regarding indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and findings from previously 

published research on EC windows. 

4.1 Definition of Eco-Innovation 
The concept of environmentally friendly innovations has its foundation in sustainable 

development, which was essentially coined as a notion in the Brundtland report 

commissioned by the United Nations in 1987 (Schiedrig et al., 2012). It defines sustainable 

development as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (UNECE, n.d.) The concept of 

sustainable development concerns three dimensions – environmental protection, economic 

growth, and social justice (Gröndahl & Svanström, 2010) and is thus commonly referred to as 

the triple-bottom line (Figure 4.1).  

Figure 4.1. The triple-bottom line of sustainable development. 

 

There is no definite description of exactly what the three dimensions should include, 

wherefore these concepts could change somewhat depending on what type of operation it 

concerns or the users worldview. However, the most common view is that the environmental 

protection relates to the protection of natural resources, functions of ecosystems and 

Sustainability 

Economy 

Environment 

Society 
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biodiversity. Economic growth usually relates to the values that are represented in the 

economic system, and the social justice relates to human capital, welfare and social 

expectations. (Gröndahl & Svanström, 2010)  

In the literature, there is confusion about the notions and terminology used to describe 

innovations that has a reduced negative impact on the environment (Schiedrig et al., 2012). 

Due to this, terms such as ‘sustainable innovation’, ‘green innovation’, ‘ecological 

innovation’, and ‘environmental innovation’ have to a large extent been used interchangeably 

(Schiedrig et al, 2012; Boons & Lüdeke-Freund, 2012). Schiedrig et al. (2012) reviewed 

8,516 publications from GS database in November 2010 with the aim to contribute to the 

clarification of these concepts. The findings showed that the three notions of green, 

eco/ecological, and environmental innovation could be used synonymously since they only 

had minor conceptual and descriptive differences. However, sustainable innovation differs 

itself from the other three since it also includes the social dimension of sustainability while 

the other three notions only includes the environmental and economic dimension.  

Furthermore, Schiedrig et al. (2012) summarized that in order for an innovation to be defined 

as an eco-innovation it should fulfill the following six important aspects:  

1. Innovation object: Product, process, service, method; 

2. Market orientation: Satisfy needs/be competitive on the market; 

3. Environmental aspect: Reduce negative impact (optimum = zero impact); 

4. Phase: Full life cycle must be considered (for material flow reduction); 

5. Impulse: Intention for reduction may be economical or ecological; and 

6. Level: Setting a new innovation/green standard to the firm. 

 
Since these aspects seemed to fit with the intentions of the EC window, ‘eco-innovation’ is 

the notion that will be most used in the remaining of this thesis. Furthermore, the notion will 

be used according to the definition given by Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) (OECD, 2009) which define eco-innovation as follows: 

“The creation or implementation of new, or significantly improved, products (goods and 

services), processes, marketing methods, organizational structures and institutional 

arrangements which – with or without intent – lead to environmental improvements 

relevant alternative”. (OECD, 2009, p. 40) 
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4.2 Diffusion and Adoption of Innovations 
The diffusion of innovation is according to the Schumpeterian trilogy the third stage of 

technological change in which the innovations spread across the potential market (Stoneman, 

1995). Rogers (2003) states that diffusion is a kind of social change that occurs when new 

ideas are invented, diffused, and adopted or rejected. It is once an innovation reaches this 

stage that the benefits of new technologies will be realized and the innovation is able to 

generate competitive advantage, higher productivity or greater economic welfare. Diffusing a 

new technology is, however, always a challenge, and it can be particularly daunting when 

there is an older, mature technology firmly established as a market standard (Weiss & Dale, 

1998) According to Tidd and Bessant (2009) around half of all innovations never reach the 

intended market. Hence it is essential to understand this process of technology adoption and 

acquisition since an increased understanding of why and how innovations are adopted (or not) 

will become helpful to develop realistic plans and strategies (Stoneman, 1995; Tidd & 

Bessant, 2009). 

The literature on diffusion is vast and highly fragmented and there are a number of 

approaches to diffusion research identified, each focusing on particular aspects of innovation 

(Tidd & Bessant, 2009). For example, several mathematical models of diffusion have been 

developed, such as the Bass Model (Bass, 1969) and its enhancements, which can be a useful 

aid for understanding diffusion in a scholarly context (Weiss & Dale, 1998).  

One of the often referred to theories on diffusion of innovation is the one presented by Everett 

M. Rogers which was originally published in 1962 and has been further developed over the 

years. Rogers’s early work, which originated from rural sociology (Rogers, 2003), has been 

criticized for being perceived as abstruse and of little practical interest to business 

practitioners (Weiss & Dale, 1998). However, his work stimulated an era of research in 

diffusion of technologies that has given rise to a great volume of literature and diffusion 

research and is now incorporated into practice in social psychology, communication, public 

relations, advertising, marketing, consumer behavior, and other fields (Weiss & Dale, 1998; 

Rogers, 2003). Since the attributes of diffusion identified by Rogers almost have become 

canon in the diffusion literature, and have been argued by several scholars to have a valid 

practical utility for integrating diffusion attributes in an entirely prospective evaluation of a 

technology’s chances for market success (Weiss & Dale, 1998; Tornatzky & Klein, 1982; 
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Greenhalgh et al., 2004) his theory will be used as a basis for the remaining of the literature 

review of this thesis. 

4.2.1 Technology Adoption Lifecycle and the S-Curve 

The adoption of innovation has been shown to usually follow a normal, bell-shaped curve 

when plotted over time on a frequency basis and an S-shaped curve when plotted as 

cumulative number of adopters. This model, which is illustrated in Figure 4.2, is referred to as 

the ‘Technology Adoption Lifecycle’ and is commonly used to display the fairly predictable 

rate of adoption process. The curve shows that the adopter distribution rises slowly initially 

when there are only a few adopters in each time period and then accelerates to a maximum 

until half of the individuals in the system have adopted. Then, as fewer and fewer remaining 

individuals adopt the innovation, the distribution gradually gets slower. (Rogers, 2003; 

Moore, 1999; Dunphy & Herbig, 1995; Tidd & Bessant, 2009) 

The adopters of the innovation are usually divided into five adopter categories (Rogers, 

2003): (1) innovators,  (2) early adopters, (3) early majority, (4) late majority, and (5) 

laggards. 

Figure 4.2. The technology adoption life cycle. 

 
Source: Modified model from Rogers (2003) and Moore (1999).   

The innovators can be described as the adopters who have technology as a central interest in 

their life and often purchase a technology simply for the pleasure of exploring the new 

device’s properties. The early adopters are different from the innovators since they usually 

are not technologist but rather people who find it easy to imagine, understand, and appreciate 

the benefits of new technology, and relate to its benefits to their other concerns. The early 

adopters do not rely on well-established references but rather rely on their own intuition and 
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vision. The early majority, on the other hand, even though they are able to relate to the 

technology, is driven by a strong sense of practicality and prefers to see well-established 

references before investing substantially. This category consists of roughly one-third of the 

adopters wherefore it is essential to win the business of this segment in order to reach any 

substantial profit and growth.  The late majority is similar to the previous category in that it 

shares its concerns regarding new innovations. Furthermore, the people in this category are 

not comfortable in their ability to handle new technology. Due to this, they tend to adopt the 

technology only once it has become an established standard. The last category is the laggards 

who simply do not want anything to do with new technology. They only adopt it when the 

technology has become so deeply embedded in the technological system that they either do 

not know that it is there or do not have any other choice than to adopt it. (Moore, 1999) 

Moore (1999), however, argues that the adoption process is not always as smooth as it seems 

and that it often occurs what one might call “cracks in the bell curve” between each of the 

adopter categories. These gaps occur due to the dissociations between the different adopter 

groups. Each of these gaps represents an opportunity for an innovation to miss the transition 

to the next segment. Most of the gaps are relatively minor that can be relatively easily handled 

if they are not unforeseen. However, the larger problem is the dividing chasm (Figure 4.3) 

that often separates the early adopters from the early majority. This chasm is argued to be due 

to the different expectations of the two groups. In addition, it is argued to be due to the early 

majority’s demand for a well-established reference base, which the early adopters are usually 

not considered to be. According to Moore (1999) this chasm will be most successfully crossed 

when the marketer is able to focus on one group of customers at a time, understanding and 

fulfilling the needs of this group, and use each group as a base of reference when targeting the 

next group.  

Figure 4.3. Technology adoption chasm. 

 
Source: Modified model from Rogers (2003) and Moore (1999).   
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4.2.2 Adoption and Diffusion of Eco-Innovations 

The previously discussed theories related to diffusion and adoption of innovations show that 

implementation and diffusion of innovations often are related to challenges such as 

overcoming economic barriers, gaining acceptance among users, and sometimes even 

changing whole socio-technical systems (Boons & Lüdecke-Freund, 2012). However, with 

eco-innovations come additional problems since they do not only have to fit from a technical 

or organizational point of view and be economical, but also contribute to solving sustainable 

problems (Boons & Lüdecke-Freund, 2012; Hall & Rosenberg, 2010). 

Findings from a semi-qualitative literature review of the emerging literature on the diffusion 

of eco-innovations conducted by Karakaya et al. (2013) show that there is actually no seminal 

work in the domains of diffusion of eco-innovations and the commonly used theory of 

diffusion of innovations provided by Rogers presented above. It is suggested that this could 

be due to the fact that eco-innovations possesses attributes that significantly differentiate the 

eco-innovations from other innovations, for example the political dimensions underlying its 

emergence. Instead, the results show that some of the important research streams contributing 

to the understanding of diffusion of eco-innovations relate to lead market hypothesis, 

sustainable transitions, and the ecological modernization. As a result, it was considered 

necessary to complement and evaluate the findings from the literature regarding diffusion and 

adoption of innovations in general with findings from additional theories regarding adoption 

and diffusion of eco-innovations specifically. 

4.2.3 Factors that Affect the Prospects of Adoption and Diffusion of Eco-innovations 

The general theories of innovation diffusion suggest a couple of attributes of innovations that 

have been argued to affect the rate of diffusion of innovation and also the prospects of future 

adoption. For example, Rogers (2003) suggested that there are mainly five attributes that 

affect the rate of diffusion: (i) relative advantage, (ii) compatibility, (iii) complexity, (iv) 

trialability, and (v) observability. The literature review shows that several scholars refer to 

these attributes and that the main discussions concerns whether the five attributes should be 

combined, reformulated (Weiss & Dale, 1998) or added to (Dunphy & Herbig, 1995). 

Furthermore, (vi) re-invention, (vii) perceived risk, and (viii) perceived attributes of the 

supplier were added to the list of attributes since these also occurred frequently in the 

reviewed literature. A more detailed summary of the attributes discussed in the reviewed 

literature can be found in Appendix C. 
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The attributes and factors presented in the reviewed literature regarding adoption and 

diffusion of eco-innovations specifically are to a large extent similar to the attributes 

presented above. However, there are a couple of additional attributes/factors that should be 

taken in consideration. The identified attributes with most importance have been divided into 

the following six categories: (i) understanding the customers’ needs and wants, (ii) consumer 

value positioning, (iii) compatibility, (iv) calibration of consumer knowledge, (v) credibility 

of product claims, and (vi) public support. A more detailed summary of the attributes/factors 

discussed in the reviewed literature can be found in Appendix D. 

These identified attributes and factors were restructured and compared (Table 4.1) which 

resulted in eight factors of importance that will be presented more in depth below. 

Table 4.1. Summary and comparison of the identified attributes/factors, for innovation in general and eco-
innovations specifically.  

 

!

 
Attributes!of!Innovations!which!affects!

the!Prospects!of!Adoption!
Attributes!which!affects!the!Prospects!of!

Adoption!of!Eco7Innovations!

i  Understanding+the+customers+needs+and+wants+

ii Relative+advantage+

Economic+factors+

Consumer+value+
positioning+

Efficiency+and+cost:
effectiveness+

User+comfort++ Health+and+safety+

Performance+ Performance+

Social+status/+prestige+ Symbolism+and+status+

Convenience+ Convenience+

iii Compatibility+ Compatibility+

iv Complexity+ +

v 
Trialability+
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Observability+

vi Re:invention+ +

vii 
Perceived+risk+

Credibility+of+product+claims+
Perceived+attributes+of+the+supplier+

viii + Political+support+and+environmental+policies+
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Understanding of Customers’ Needs and Wants  

One of the most cited reasons to why innovations fail once introduced on the market is that 

they fail to meet the needs and wants of the costumers (see Ottoman et al, 2006; Boons & 

Lüdecke-Freund, 2012; Ozaki, 2011; Carillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010; Rogers, 2003; Weiss & 

Dale, 1998; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Dunphy & Herbig, 1995; Davis, 1989). For example, it 

is argued that one of the most common pitfalls among firms is that they fall in love with their 

innovation and due to myopia assume that the potential adopters also will find the innovation 

irresistible and thus be willing to pay a price premium for it (Dunphy & Herbig, 1995). This 

is, however, seldom the case wherefore it is essential to determine the customer needs and 

ensure that the innovation provides clear-cut end benefits to the potential adopters (ibid.).  

Furthermore, it has been noted that even though energy efficiency and green construction 

have become mainstream and the availability of green products on the market indicate that 

consumers are not indifferent to the environmental benefits of the products, they are not 

necessary buying the products for environmental reasons (Ottoman et al., 2006). For example, 

in the article by Ottoman et al. (2006) the authors have conducted a literature review of case 

descriptions of green products discussed in the academic and business literature with the aim 

to identify factors contributing to customer acceptance or resistance. The authors of the article 

argue that in order to successfully bring an eco-innovation to the market it must satisfy two 

objectives: improved environmental quality and customer satisfaction. If either one is 

misjudged or if the former gets overemphasized at the expense of the latter, “green market 

myopia” occurs and the innovation is likely to face a failure. Hence, even though the eco-

innovation seem to meet the global need of being environmental beneficial, it is also 

necessary to map out what the most influential needs and wants of the consumers are and 

make sure that the innovation meet those needs along with the environmental benefits. 

Relative advantage/ Consumer Value Positioning  

Relative advantage is defined as the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being 

better than the idea or product it supersedes (Rogers, 2003). This attribute has been criticized 

for have being used so broadly and inconsistently with the result that it can be difficult to 

interpret (Davis, 1989; Tornatzky & Klein, 1982). However, it has also shown to be the one 

of the attributes that has most the significant relationship across a broad range of innovation 

types (ibid.). The logic behind the attribute is that if potential users see no relative advantage 
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in the innovation they generally will not consider it further wherefore relative advantage is a 

sine qua non for adoption (Greenhalgh et al., 2004).  

Similarly, customer value positioning refers to the importance of increasing the value 

proposition to the consumers by also showcasing non-green consumer value (Ottoman et al., 

2006; Boons & Lüdecke-Freund, 2012). In other words, it is argued to be important that eco-

innovations are providing perceived benefits for all customers in the value chain and that 

there is a positive trade-off between environmental benefits and other critical factors (Ozaki, 

2011; Carillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010; Jaffe et al. 2004).  

Most of the literatures reviewed argue that eco-innovations should provide relative 

advantage/consumer value within the following areas:  

• Efficiency and cost-effectiveness: Economic factors have shown to have a 

significant affect on the successful adoption of eco-innovations. Due to 

skyrocketing energy prices and tax incentives for energy-saving and fuel-efficient 

products, long-term savings have become a driving factor to why many cost-

conscious consumers have started to adopt environmental friendly products 

(Ottoman et al., 2006; EC, 2011). However, a slight increase in payment does 

usually not sound appealing for the customers wherefore it is important that the eco-

innovation can showcase clear cost-benefit ratios (Rennings, 2000). Due to this, 

efficiency and cost effectiveness should be inherent benefits of eco-innovations. 

However, studies also show that potential adopters are more sensitive to up-front 

costs considerations than to longer term operating expenses (Hall & Rosenberg, 

2010). For example, lower adoption cost or up-front costs have shown to have more 

than three times more affect than increased energy costs on the decision to adopt an 

new energy-saving technology (ibid.). 

• User Comfort/Health/Safety: Aside from energy efficiency, the affects or 

contributions that the innovation has on the health and safety of the consumers have 

shown to be one of the most important motivators for adoption of eco-innovations, 

especially within the building movement (Ottoman et al., 2006) 

• Performance: One problem with eco-innovations is that a legacy from the first 

generation of environmental products has created a conventional wisdom that green 

products are inferior to “non-green” ones (Ottoman et al., 2006). This could become 
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an obstacle when trying to introduce eco-innovations on the market since the 

performance of the innovation has a significant affect on its adoption and diffusion 

(Carillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010). It is hence important that the eco-innovations are 

able the fulfill performance according to customer expectations (Jaffe et al., 2004).  

• Symbolism and status: It is emphasized that the degree to which use of an 

innovation is perceived to enhance one's image or status in one's social system, for 

example by creating a “green chic appeal”, has a critical affect on its likelihood of 

being successfully adopted (Rogers, 2003; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Ottoman et al., 

2006; Carillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010).  

• Convenience: One factor that is commonly discussed is convenience (Ottoman et 

al., 2006; Carillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010; Ozaki, 2011). For example, Ozaki (2011) 

argue that the inconvenience of switching to a new technology, learning a new 

procedure, or changing behavior could make potential adopters hesitant toward the 

new innovation. However, many eco-innovations offer other inherent benefits that 

can be showcased and contribute to the competitive advantage. For, example, they 

might need infrequent replacement or has a higher mobility. This convenience 

could, and should, be highlighted and communicated to the potential adopters since 

this could improve the likelihood of adoption. (Ottoman et al., 2006) 

It should be emphasized that this factor is a perceived rather than intrinsic quality, meaning 

that the advantages can only enhance diffusion and adoption to the extent that they are 

actually perceived as advantages by the users (Weiss & Dale, 1998). Hence, as argued above, 

it is critical to understand the needs of the potential adopters and also to understand to what 

extent these needs are already perceived to be fulfilled by the competitors (Weiss & Dale, 

1998; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Dunphy & Herbig, 1995). For example, Mohr et al., (2010) 

argue that one common pitfall when marketing innovations is to forget that the customers do 

not only have to choose between the competing actors of the new up-coming technology. 

They also have the choice of not making a change and instead continue using the established 

technology, wherefore it is essential to understand the pros and cons of the already established 

competitors on the market (ibid.). Furthermore, it should be noted that relative advantage does 

not alone guarantee widespread adoption (Rogers, 2003; Greenhalgh et al., 2004). 
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Compatibility  

Compatibility is defined as the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with, 

for example, the existing environment, existing values, past experiences, current know-how, 

needs of potential adopters, etc. (Rogers, 2003 Rennings, 2000; Jaffe et al., 2004; Carillo-

Hermosilla et al., 2010). For example, Ozaki (2011) argue that if the innovation is compatible 

with the potential adopters’ values and beliefs and is able to show personal relevance it can 

trigger emotional reactions and thus change the perceptions and attitudes of the adopters. 

Furthermore, Rennings (2000) states that the built environment will likely slow the diffusion 

process of new innovations down since it needs decades to depreciate. Similar problems occur 

when existing lifestyles, technologies, infrastructures or networks has created path-

dependencies or market lock-ins that makes is difficult or costly to switch to the new 

innovation (Rennings, 2000; Jaffe et al., 2004).  

Complexity  

Complexity is defined as the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult 

to understand and use (Rogers, 2003). It also refers to whether or not a potential adopter is 

able to understand the actual benefits of the innovation (Rogers, 2003). Customers’ inability 

to understand (not know capabilities or potential benefits of the innovation) is according to 

Dunphy and Herbig (1995) one of the most common barriers to customer acceptance.  

Calibration of Consumer Knowledge  

This factor refers to the information about the innovation that is communicated to the 

potential adopter and is related to the previously mentioned attributes of trialability and 

observability. For example, Ottoman et al. (2006) argue that it is common among the 

successful examples of green products that they employ compelling, educational marketing 

messages and slogans that connect green product attributes with consumer value.  

The calibration of consumer knowledge is, however, not only about the marketing of the 

products but refers to all means by which information about the benefits of the innovation can 

be communicated to the potential adopter. For example, trialability is defined as the degree to 

which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited basis (Rogers, 2003) and is 

simply the ability to “try out” an innovation before adopting it. This attribute is especially 

important when an innovation has high complexity or operational novelty since it provides a 

mean for prospective adopters to reduce the uncertainty they feel toward an unfamiliar 

innovation and to give meaning to the innovation. This attribute is, however, more important 
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for the early adopters rather than later in the adoption life cycle. (Weiss & Dale, 1998; 

Rogers, 2003; Dunphy & Herbig, 1995) 

This factor also includes observability, which is defined as the degree to which the results and 

benefits of an innovation are visible to others (Rogers, 2003). In other words, it could be 

described as whether or not the innovation is easily observed and communicated to others 

(Rogers, 2003; Greenhalgh et al., 2004). Observability is argued to be most important when 

trialability is not feasible, for example when the benefits of the innovation are of long-term 

nature (Weiss & Dale, 1998). However, it is also noted that observability can be difficult to 

establish, especially in markets that are already dominated by other established technologies 

(Weiss & Dale, 1998). In those cases, it is recommended to focus on establishing 

observability in niche markets (ibid.).  

Re-invention/flexibility 

Re-invention and flexibility refers to whether or not the potential adopters could be able to 

adapt, refine, or otherwise modify the innovation to suit their own needs. This is not one of 

the most extensively cited attributes of innovation diffusion. However, it has become 

increasingly adopted and is considered to be one of the “standard attributes” since research 

has shown that innovations diffuse more rapidly and that its adoption is more likely to be 

sustained when it can be re-invented. (Rogers, 2003; Greenhalgh et al., 2004) 

Credibility of Product Claims  

Innovations usually come with high level of perceived risk and uncertainty, both regarding 

market uncertainty as well as uncertain return on investment, which has shown to be highly 

negatively related to the rate of diffusion (Rogers, 2003; Utterback, 1974; Weiss & Dale, 

1998; Hall & Rosenberg, 2010). When considering adoption of an innovation the potential 

adopter will not only be faced with the more obvious risk of failure or disappointment of the 

innovation but also a risk related to the opportunity cost of rejecting an innovation that would 

have been highly profitable (Dunphy & Herbig, 1995). Hence, individuals will be judging the 

different options and most likely also accept different forms of risks.  

In addition, eco-innovations have to deal with a baggage of the conventional wisdom of being 

inferior and are consequently often met with misconceptions and skepticism (Ottoman et al., 

2006; Karakaya et al., 2013; Ozaki, 2011; Carillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010). Hence, it is 

important that the eco-innovations at least meet (preferably exceed) the consumer 
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expectations and delivers the promised consumer value (including promised environmental 

benefits) (Ottoman et al., 2006). In addition, the performance and environmental claims 

should be meaningful, humble and not over-promising (ibid.)  

Furthermore, Weiss and Dale (1998) argue that the perceived attributes of the supplier firm 

also can enhance or discourage potential adopters. They argue that new companies with no 

track record of customer support and no established reputation for continuity and 

accountability often bring innovations to market, which then bring additional perceived risk 

and uncertainty to the table. 

In order to reduce the degree of perceived risk associated with adoption of the innovation the 

supplier could either reduce the uncertainty, for example by use of information of the 

previously discussed positive attributes, or the supplier could find a way to reduce the 

consequences related to the risk (Dunphy & Herbig, 1995). It is suggested that to enhance the 

credibility of product claims firms can, for example, use third party endorsements and eco-

certifications with respected standards for environmental testing which can work as a “seal of 

approval” (Ottoman et al., 2006).  It is also suggested that in order to overcome this negative 

perception of the supplier and increase the reliability of the innovation it could be preferable 

to, for example, join forces with a more established firm (Weiss & Dale, 1998). 

Political Support/Environmental Policies  

Political support has been argued to have high affect on the diffusion of eco-innovations 

(Porter and van der Linde, 1995; Karakaya et al., 2013; Carillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010; 

Rennings, 2000; Jaffe et al., 2004; Hall & Rosenberg, 2010). For example, Carillo-Hermosilla 

et al. (2010) argue that eco-innovations are highly dependent on the participation of different 

stakeholders wherefore the role of public policy makers as facilitators for cooperation 

becomes highly relevant. Furthermore, Rennings (2000) argue that eco-innovations are 

usually not self-enforcing and that technology push and market pull does not seem to be 

strong enough wherefore they need specific regulatory support.  
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4.3 Indoor Environmental Quality 
Since one of the main benefits of the EC windows is their effect on the indoor environment, 

this section will present the theoretical findings regarding the importance of providing a good 

IEQ and a connection to the outside world. 

4.3.1 Effects of Indoor Environmental Quality 

The IEQ is usually described with four parameters: (i) thermal comfort, (ii) visual comfort, 

(iii), acoustic comfort, and (iv) air quality (REHVA, 2012). A significant body of recent 

research has shown that the IEQ substantially influences health and productivity (REHVA, 

2006; Hobstetter, 2007). For example, a indoor climate is commonly related to increases in 

sick building syndrome (SBS) symptoms1, respiratory illnesses, sick leave, reduced comfort, 

and losses in productivity (REHVA, 2006). Furthermore, studies have shown that a 

significant percentage of sick leave can be linked to complaints about the quality of the 

workplace and that a healthy work environment can lead to a 2,5% drop in absenteeism 

(Hobstetter, 2007). As the properties of windows have an essential connection to the thermal 

and visual comfort, due to the admittance of heat and natural daylight, and they are hence 

essential for the IEQ of a building (REHVA, 2011a).  

Effects of Thermal Comfort 

There are, limited studies available on how IEQ affects, for example, performance. However, 

of those available the results show that room temperature affects the performance by several 

mechanisms (REHVA, 2006). For example, the studies have shown that thermal discomfort 

distracts attention and generates complaints that increase maintenance costs (ibid.). It has also 

shown that warmth lowers arousal, exacerbates SBS symptoms and has a negative effect on 

mental work (REHVA, 2006; Heerwagen, 2000). Due to these effects on performance it has 

been estimated that reductions of temperatures above 24°C by 1°C can roughly increase the 

performance of office work by 1,5%, and increases of too low temperatures up to 20°C can 

roughly increase the performance of office work by 2% (REHVA, 2006) 

                                                

1 Sick building syndrome symptoms are non-specific symptoms experienced by building occupants that 
improve when the occupant is away from the building and are not related to any known desease or exposure. 
The symptoms may include irritation of eyes, nose, and skin, headache, fatigue, and difficulty in breathing. 
(REHVA, 2011b)  
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Effects of Visual Comfort 

Unfortunately, there are few studies conducted on the effects of lighting and view (REHVA, 

2006). However, according to Heerwagen (2000) numerous studies in office buildings have 

found that people value daylight and prefer to be near windows. She also argue that there is a 

growing realization that being near a window can be psychologically and physiologically 

beneficial, especially when the view contains natural features. For example, this type of 

contact with nature is argued to enhance mood and attitudes, reduce stress, and promote 

higher quality of life. It has also been indicated by studies of IEQ that employees near 

windows experience lower levels of SBS symptoms than those far away from windows 

(ibid.). This is one of the main reasons to why “green” accreditations favors large areas of 

glazing (Byrd, 2012). 

These claims are further strengthen by several studies conducted by the Heschong Mahone 

Group for the California Energy Commission (CEC). For example, one study looked at 100 

workers in an incoming call center, whose performance was continuously tracked by a 

computer system and measured in terms of time to handle each call (CEC PIER, 2003a). A 

second study evaluated the performance of 200 office workers on a series of short cognitive 

assessment test (ibid.). The results of these studies showed that having a better view out of a 

window, gauged by the size of the window and a greater vegetation content, was the factor 

most consistently associated with better work performance in six out of eight outcomes 

considered. For example, workers in the call center with the best view were found to process 

calls 6-12% faster than those with no view. Similarly, office workers were found to perform 

10-25% better on tests of mental function and memory recall. Another study showed that 

computer programmers with views spent 15% more time on their primary tasks, while 

workers without view spent 15% more time talking on the phone or to each other (Hobstetter, 

2007). Also, the workers with the best views were least likely to report negative health 

symptoms (CEC PIER, 2003a). Furthermore, the studies showed that glare potential from 

windows was found to have a significant negative effect on the performance, which decreased 

by 15-21%, all other things being equal (ibid.).  

Another study by Heschong Mahone Group on student performance (CEC PEIR, 2003b) 

showed that students in classrooms with the most daylighting were found to progress 20% 

faster on math tests and 26% faster on reading tests in one year compared with those with the 

least daylighting. These students were also found to have 7-18% higher scores than those with 
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the least daylighting. This study also validated the same connection as discussed in the 

previous section regarding the importance of a pleasant view out the window. It also showed 

that direct sun penetration into the classrooms was associated with negative student 

performance due to glare and thermal discomfort.  

4.3.2 The Role of Productivity and IEQ 

Productivity is a rather complex concept that should not be confused with individual 

performance but rather can be seen as an index ratio of output relative to input (REHVA, 

2006). Productivity can thus be improved either by reducing input (costs) and/or improving 

output and is often seen as the ability of people to increase the quantity and/or quality of the 

product or service they deliver and thus enhance their work output (ibid.). 

A poor indoor environment has shown to both reduce revenue and increase cost and will 

hence decrease the organizational productivity. In worst-case scenarios a deteriorated IEQ 

may even reduce performance in substantial ways, such as 100% loss of productivity when 

employees are absent from work. (REHVA, 2006) Due to this, improved IEQ has showcased 

the following financial benefits (ibid.):  

• Reduced medical care costs, 

• Gained workdays due to reduced sick leave 

• Increased performance from the employees (quantity, quality, and group effects) 

• Lower turnover of employees  

• Lower cost of building maintenance due to fewer IEQ complaints 

Decision-makers in organizations are often presented with a dilemma as they want to use 

facilities to enhance organizational effectiveness and productivity but do not want to invest in 

this type of changes unless they have proof that it will actually payoff (Heerwagen, 2000). 

Due to this, REHVA (2006) has made an attempt to visualize the relative correlation between 

various factors influencing costs and profits related to building operations and management. 

The calculations used for the sensitivity analysis are presented in Appendix E. 

A simple example of the sensitivity analysis presented in REHVA Guidebook no 6 (2006, pp. 

14-15) clearly shows that even small changes in productivity are important for profit. The 

reason for this is that office building and equipment costs are comparatively small in relation 

to salaries and staff benefits (Figure 4.4). For example, staff costs are usually 100 to 200 
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times the cost of energy wherefore these costs can be offset by a 0,5% - 1% reduction in staff 

costs. The full costs of installation and running the buildings can be offset by productivity 

gains just under 10%. Due to this, the payback time for investments to improve IEQ is argued 

to generally be below 2 years (ibid.). 

Figure 4.4. Example of relative significance of wage costs in relation to annual costs for an office building 

 
Source: REHVA (2006). 

It should, however, be noted that the effects of the benefits are larger for large companies and 

that a small company might not be able to fully benefit from modest increases in performance 

or productivity (REHVA, 2006).  

4.3.3 Who Benefits from Improved IEQ? 

The cost effectiveness of improved IEQ varies depending on the different perspectives of e.g. 

building owner, employer, or society and on whether the building is leased or owned 

(REHVA, 2006). An illustration of how different actors can benefit in the two different 

situations is illustrated in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5. Benefits of improved IEQ in owner occupied buildings (left) and in leased buildings (right). 

 
Source: REHVA (2006) 

In an owner occupied building (Figure 4.5, left) the building owner will benefit directly from 

the improved IEQ, while in leased buildings the building owner (lessor) can benefit from 

increased rent and the increased market value of the building (Figure 4.5, right) (REHVA, 

2006). For example, it has shown that if a tenant files more than three complaints concerning 

the IEQ it is more than a 50% probability that he/she does not renew the lease agreement. 

When a lease agreement is not renewed the cost for the owner (lost rental income, remodeling 

etc.) is equivalent to the rent of one and a half years (ibid.). An employer (lessee), however, 

will always benefit from improved IEQ, mainly due to the improved productivity discussed 

previously in this chapter.  

It has been previously discussed in this chapter that there are several health benefits with 

improved IEQ. Some of these benefits, such as reduced medical care costs, are not something 

that neither the building owner (lessor) nor the employer (lessee) will benefit directly from 

since this is usually covered nationally or by insurance. However, studies show that Sweden 

has one of the highest numbers of sick leaves in the world where stress is identified to be the 

most common cause (Arnetz, 2008). As a result, in Sweden, as in many other countries, sick 

leave and employee turnover has become an increasing burden associated with large 

expenses, not only for individuals and firms, but more important for the entire society 

(Nyhaga, n.d.; Andersen, 2010). Hence, since improved IEQ has shown to reduce stress and 

improve health of the attendants and, as a result, reduce medical care cost, improved IEQ is 

something that society in large benefits from (REHVA, 2006). 
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4.4 Previous Studies on Electrochromic Windows 
There are numerous studies available on the market regarding the performance of EC 

windows, most of which concerns the energy-saving potential, the durability, and the 

environmental impact of the windows. A summary of some of these studies will be presented 

in this section. 

4.4.1 Energy-Saving Potential 

Façade systems usually pose significant problems for designers mainly due to the trade-off 

between different desirable elements of the building that comes with the choice of glazing 

(Papaefthimiou, 2010). For example, clear glass decreases the need for artificial light but 

increase the need of cooling energy, while the tinted or reflected glass works in the opposite 

direction. In terms of energy balance, the best solution would be to minimize the glazed 

surface, however, this is not preferable since this would affect the well being and productivity 

of the people in the building (Papaefthimiou, 2010; Chau et al., 2006; Heerwagen, 2000).  

The EC window, however, has the benefit of being able to control the thermal radiation and 

light admittance without impeding visibility through the window. Due to this, several studies 

have been conducted on their energy performance, both in laboratories, test offices, and with 

the use of building simulations. The results indicate several benefits such as reduced cooling, 

heating and ventilation loads and the ability to reduce the use of electric lighting due to a 

better control of daylight admittance (Papaefthimiou, 2010).  

One example is the doctoral dissertation by Persson (2006) who is using a dynamical software 

tool for energy models to investigate the impact of the size and orientation of windows in 

different types of buildings. Her results show that EC windows could potentially reduce the 

need of energy used on comfort cooling with approximately 20% compared with a standard 

double low-e window and in some cases even avoid the need of a HVAC system completely.  

Another study, also using simulation for a standard office module, indicated that the annual 

energy for space cooling could be reduced by 40-50% compared with conventional static 

solar control windows (Granqvist et al., 2007). These results are further supported by the 

results from a study conducted by Papaefthimiou et al. (2006), which indicate that if EC 

windows are used as an active element in a building’s envelope instead of a single glass in 

heating dominated areas, it can reduce the energy consumption with up to 54%.  
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Since the results of the tests depend on factors such as window orientation, window-wall-

area-ratio, geographic location, other building properties, control operation etc., studies on the 

use of EC windows in buildings have shown a wide range in energy gain wherefore it is 

difficult to give an exact generalizable estimation of the potential energy-savings 

(Papaefthimiou, 2010). However, the results clearly indicate significant benefits in terms of 

energy-savings relative regular windows, especially in cooling dominated areas (see e.g. 

Persson, 2006; Syrrakou, 2006; Lee et al., 2012; Granqvist et al., 2007; Papaefthimiou et al., 

2006).  

4.4.2 Environmental Impact and Eco-Efficiency Evaluations 

Even though only two studies were found that specifically investigates the environmental 

impact of EC windows, there seem to be three main concerns regarding the environmental 

impact: (i) the energy consumption during the production of the window, (ii) the use of 

tungsten material in the film, and (iii) what to do with the window after its end of life.  

One of the reviewed studies is a combined LCA and eco-efficiency evaluation of an EC 

window prototype conducted by Syrrakou et al. (2005). The results from the study indicate 

three important parameters affecting all the indicators of the LCA and eco-efficiency:  

• The lifetime of the EC device, which should at least exceed 15 years 

• The energy required for production 

• The purchase cost of the product, which is suggested to be reduced to 200€/m2 in 

order to be competitive.  

Furthermore, the results indicate that, assuming a lifetime of 25 years, the use of an EC (70%) 

window in a cooling dominated area would prevent the release of 615 kg CO2 equivalent. 

Furthermore, the results show that the energy saved during the entire lifecycle of the window 

by far exceeds the energy consumed during its production. For example, a 54% reduction of 

the building energy need represents 49,8 times more than the additional energy spent for its 

production and operation compared with a single glass option2. In addition, the results of the 

study indicate that an industrialization of the production process of the window would be 

beneficial for both the environmental impact and the eco-efficiency of the product.  

                                                

2 The values are only valid for a building with the properties assumed in the article by Syrrakou (2006).  
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The other reviewed study is an environmental assessment conducted by US Department of 

Energy (DOE, 2009). The results from the assessment indicate that, assuming a 20-30% peak 

reduction of energy for a prototypical commercial building and an assumed market 

penetration of 40%, the EC windows could equate to an approximate reduction of about 6 

million metric tons per year of CO2-equivalent emissions. 

4.4.3 End User Impact 

As discussed in chapter 4.3, some of the factors that improve worker productivity are 

connected to windows, for example quality of light and the level of admitted daylighting 

(Papaefthimiou, 2010). As a result, a couple of studies have been reviewed that investigates 

the EC windows’ impact on these factors and the acceptability of the EC windows among 

users.  

Lee and DiBartolomeo (2002) have published a study where EC windows, with the visual 

transmission range Tvis = 0.11-0.38, were installed in the facades of two side-by-side test 

rooms. Their results show that EC windows can indeed provide unmitigated transparent views 

and a level of dynamic illumination control simultaneously. It is noted, however, that the 

windows might not be sufficient to fulfill both energy efficiency and visual comfort when low 

winter direct sun is present. The results correspond with results from the study conducted by 

Piccolo and Simone (2009. Their results shows that glare reduction can, with the use of an 

automated control unit, be realized without compromising much of the available daylight 

without increasing the need for artificial lighting preserve the obstructed outside view.   

Another study, more focused on the acceptance of EC windows, is the one conducted by Zinzi 

(2006).  She studied 30 people who spent some of their working hours in a test room with EC 

windows. The subjects were able to manually switch the windows according to their personal 

needs. The results shows that the subjects had some concerns regarding the switching time 

which was considered to not be fast enough. However, the results also showed that the EC 

windows were perceived as a suitable option to ensure visual comfort. These results can be 

confirmed by the study conducted by Clear et al. (2006) who analyzed the answers from 43 

subjects working in a private office with EC windows. The responses are consistent regarding 

glare reduction and also showed that the respondents most often preferred the variable 

transmittance conditions instead of using venetian blinds. An additional note is that even 
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though the windows had a slightly yellow color in the fully bleached state, only two subjects 

hade significant negative reactions to the color.  

4.4.4 Market Expectations on Electrochromic Windows 

The attitudes toward smart glass are, according to Baetens et al. (2010), positive. According 

to their research, some of the main leading drivers for adopting the windows have been 

identified to be: 

• Potential energy-savings 

• Demand for sustainable building solutions  

• Need for lower lifetime operating costs of buildings 

• Aesthetic factors such as preservation of view, furnishing protection etc.  

In addition, according to the work of Papaefthimiou (2010) and Baetens et al., (2010) the 

following expectations of the performance of the EC windows for buildings need to be 

fulfilled in order for the EC windows to be competitive on the building market: 

• Possibility to combine with other coatings e.g. low-e 

• Glare reduction 

• Large area with excellent optical properties with consistent-looking color change 
regardless of size 

• Acceptable neutral color 

• Continuous range in solar and optical transmittance, reflectance and absorptance 
between bleached and colored states 

• High blockage of UV light 

• Contrast ratio of at least 5:1 

• Solar transmission, Tsol and Tvis: 0.50-0.70 (bleached) and 0.10-0.20 (colored) 

• Switching speed: a few minutes for large-area glazing 

• Operating glass surface temperatures up to 80°C 

• Switching with applied voltage of 1-5V 

• Open circuit memory: 1-12 hours 

• Desired size of 3x2m 

• Sustained performance over 20-30 years 

• Acceptable cost around 100$/m2 (without electronic controls) 
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5 Market Analysis 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings from the market analysis to create an 

understanding of the relevant influencers and the value drivers on the market. Furthermore, 

the chapter discusses the EC window’s perceived performance in relation to the most relevant 

competitors and it ends with a presentation of findings regarding attitudes of entrepreneurs 

regarding uptake of eco-innovations. 

5.1 The Value Chain for Window/Facade Applications 
The findings from the previously conducted market analysis (Herr et al., 2012) suggest that 

the value chain for window/façade applications consist of the five steps presented in Figure 

5.1. Furthermore, it is argued that the currently commercial EC windows at the moment are 

competing with other IGU manufactures with window/façade companies as primary 

customers. However, as previously discussed, upcoming techniques will enable the 

production of a flexible EC foil that instead can be sold to the IGU manufacturers to be 

suspended between glass panes (Papaefthimiou, 2010). As a result, the EC material will take 

one step backwards in the value chain and instead of competing with the IGU manufactures 

the EC foil will most likely become an ingredient that is sold to them.  

Figure 5.1. The value chain for EC windows. 

 
Source: Herr et al. (2012). 
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value chain are the facade companies, the developers, the architects/planners, and other 
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highest influence (mainly since they rely on information from architects). The window and 

IGU manufactures, on the other hand, have almost no influence since they depend on 

demands from previously mentioned influencers.  

Figure 5.2. The influencing power distributed among the actors in the value chain. 

 
Source: Herr et al. (2012) 
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buildings to a large extent can be obtained with rather small measures besides solar shadings, 

resulting in buildings that produces the equivalent energy that they consume (Interviewee A, 

2013-05-17; Interviewee B, 2013-03-27). Instead, it was argued that the most important driver 

for adopting EC windows is rather their ability to preserve the view for the attendant and 

adapt to each momentarily need of the building and its attendants (Interviewee A, 2013-05-

17; Interviewee C, 2012-09-19). Another mentioned important driver is the perceived 

simplicity of the technique, which makes it possible to dynamically control the solar shading 

while avoiding mechanical parts such as electrical motors that have a tendency to demand a 

lot of maintenance (ibid.).  

The findings from Herr et al. (2012) and the findings from the additional interviews can be 

summarized as in Table 5.1 where must-be features have to be matched while performance 

and additional value features should be stressed and communicated to the influencers. Must-

be features are those features that are expected by the customer to be achieved by the solar 

shading solution. Performance features, on the other hand, are those that offer a higher 

customer value and the additional value features are those that are not expected by the 

customer but offer additional value that could increase customer satisfaction. 

Table 5.1. A summary of the, according to the influencers, most important value drivers.3  

 

                                                

3 LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is a volontary, consensus-based, marktet-driven program that 
provides third-party verification of green buildings. Depending on how many points the building is able to earn on the 
LEED credit scale it can be LEED-certified on four different levels: certified, silver, gold, and platinum. In order to earn 
points, the buildings are evaluated against a number of criterias within five key areas: sustainable site development, water 
savings, energy efficiency, materials selection, and indoor environmental quality. To learn more, visit 
http://www.usgbc.org/leed . 
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5.3 Competitors  
The market for window/facade applications currently consists of numerous established 

competitors as well as a couple of new innovative solutions similar to the EC windows. The 

findings of the market analysis, however, suggest that the currently available and established 

solutions should be considered to be the main competitors of the EC windows. This 

suggestion is consistent with marketing theories of Mohr et al., (2010) who argue for the 

importance of understanding the pros and cons of the already established competitors on the 

market.  

The existing solutions can be divided into two groups: static and variable solar shading 

solutions. Among the static solutions the most commonly used are fins and solar control foil, 

while among the dynamic/variable solar shading solutions the most relevant are considered to 

be venetian blinds, shutters, and blinds/awnings (Herr et al., 2012). A comparison of the 

performance of the discussed solar shading solutions is presented in Table 5.2 below, while 

more detailed descriptions including pros and cons of each of the shading solution can be 

found in Appendix F. 

Table 5.2. Comparison of currently established solar shading solutions.  

 
Source: ES-SO (2009) 

The currently used solar shading systems, especially the dynamic/variable ones, possesses 

several benefits both in regard to sun protection, utilization of natural daylight, heat loss 

through windows, and the possibility to have contact to the outside world (ES-SO, 2009). 

However, it should be noted that the dynamic/variable solar shading systems are usually 

controlled with motorized drives, which tend to be noisy, have a high need of maintenance 

Cooling saving Heating saving Heat transfer Light 
transmission 

Wind 
resistance Durability 

Fins (horizontal) < 10 kWh/m2a 0 kWh/m2a 0 kWh/m2a Static loss > 30 m/s 10-20 years 

Solar Control Foil 
 < 10 kWh/m2a - 10 kWh/m2a 0 kWh/m2a Static loss High 20 years 

Venetian blinds > 30 kWh/m2a < 10 kWh/m2a < 5 kWh/m2a Variable 
(angle) 10-20 m/s 10-20 years 

Shutters > 25 kWh/m2a < 10 kWh/m2a 5-30 kWh/m2a Variable 
(height) 20-30 m/s 15-20 years 

Blinds/ Awnings > 25 kWh/m2a < 10 kWh/m2a < 5 kWh/m2a Variable 
(height) ≈ 10 m/s 10-15 years 
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and refurbishment as well as be sensitive to difficult outdoor conditions (Papaefthimiou, 

2010; Interviewee A, 2013-05-17; Interviewee B, 2013-03-27; Interviewee C, 2012-09-19). 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the possibility of ensuring high sun protection and 

simultaneously ensure an obstructed view is difficult to fulfill (Papaefthimiou, 2010).  

In addition, the study by Byrd (2012) show that in office buildings with high proportions of 

glazing there are significant differences between the theory and the actual performance of a 

building envelope, especially in terms of amount of admitted daylight and additional energy 

used for cooling and artificial lighting. The reason for this difference is argued to be that 

excessive glazing increases the probability of blinds being operated to reduce the impact of 

glare or direct sunlight. This is predicted to result in not only significant increase in energy 

consumption relative simulations but also a potential loss in productivity.  

Besides the choice of solar shading solution, it is also important to emphasize that the type of 

façade will provide an additional affect on the performance of the solar shadings relative 

some of the value drivers. In its current appearance, the EC window is foremost applicable 

with single and hybrid facades4.  

A comparison of the different facades in a combination with blind and a single façade in 

combination with EC windows show that the latter is considered to perform best or well in 

most value criteria relevant to the influencers. However, the findings of the previously 

conducted market analysis also show that when double facades are used it is due to features 

such as a thermal buffer, wind and pollution protection, controlled airflow ventilation, space 

for PV cells, night cooling, and sound protection (Herr et al., 2012). Since a single façade 

solution cannot match these features, the main competition for the EC windows is argued to 

be other solar shading solutions suitable for single and hybrid facades (ibid.). 

                                                

4 A single facade has only one layer of glass. A double facade is made from two structurally independent 
single facades (typically with up to 1 m space in between). The hybrid facade also consists of two facades, 
however they are structurally seen as one façade since the space between the layers is usually small, but 
large enough for screens or blinds etc.). (Herr et al., 2012) 
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5.4 Relative Relevance of Total Cost of Ownership Elements 
The findings from the market analysis by Herr et al. (2012) suggest that, according to the 

respondents, the by far most relevant total cost of ownership (TCO) element is the initial 

investment cost (Figure 5.3). This is followed by energy operation costs. However, the 

findings also indicate that the importance rating varies strongly depending on holding time of 

the building. In other word, the longer the builder owns the building the more important 

become energy savings.  

These findings are somewhat cohesive with the findings from the additional interviews. For 

example, Interviewee A (2013-05-17) state that LCC-analyses and NPV estimations always 

are conducted to ensure that the products have an acceptable payback time and will be a 

profitable investment during its expected lifetime. However, as mentioned before, due to 

energy prices currently not being high enough in Sweden, energy savings is not considered to 

be as relevant as the findings from the market analysis by Herr et al. (2012) indicate.  

Figure 5.3. Relevance of different drivers within TCO for investment decision. 

 
Source: Herr et al. (2012) 
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5.5 Attitudes Relative Uptake of Eco-Innovations 
As a related note, a survey was conducted in 2011 on the behalf of European Commission, 

with the objective to investigate the behaviors, attitudes, and expectations of European 

entrepreneurs towards the development and uptake of eco-innovations (European 

Commission, 2011). The results of the survey are to a large extent cohesive with those of the 

market analysis by Herr et al. (2012) and the additional interviews presented above. However, 

a few differences can also be noted.  

As one part of the study, the respondents were faced with 14 potential barriers and 14 

potential drivers for uptake of eco-innovation. The results show that a majority of the 

respondents considered financing and funds to be “very serious” or “somewhat serious”. 

Furthermore, the uncertain demand from the market was considered by two-thirds of the 

respondents to be very or somewhat serious. However, it should also be noted that the results 

could differ significantly among the countries and while, for example, 83% of the respondents 

considered uncertain demand from market to be a very or somewhat serious barrier, only 49% 

of the Swedish respondents agreed. The same accounts for concerns about financial barriers, 

such as uncertainty about investment return and payback periods, where the Swedish 

entrepreneurs were the least concerned out of the respondents. (European Commission, 2011) 

Similarities and differences could also be found among the drivers for uptake of eco-

innovations where high-energy prices and expected future high-energy prices were the most 

frequently chosen drivers considered to be “very important” (slightly above 50% of all the 

respondents). However, when analyzing the Swedish respondents separately, good business 

partners is considered the most important driver followed by current high energy prices and 

increasing market demand for green products. (European Commission, 2011) 
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6 Performance Evaluation 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results from the performance evaluation of the 

EC window. It starts by presenting the results from the building simulations, followed by the 

results from the LCA. Last, the results from the cost-effectiveness calculations are presented.  

6.1 Results from Building Simulations 
The most significant results from the building simulations of a 106.6m2 apartment is 

presented in Table 6.1-6.3 below. The results presented in Table 6.1 is a summary of the 

predicted energy consumption of the apartment in kWh/m2 per year for four different cases: a 

3-glass window without solar shading, a 3-glass window with EC foil, a 3-glass window with 

blinds, and a 3-glass window with an internal curtain. This is followed by the total energy 

consumption for the entire apartment in MWh/year, which is presented in Table 6.2. Next, the 

results in Table 6.3 show the temperature differences in the different rooms of the apartment 

over the year. 

The results in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 show that the total energy need of the apartment is 

highest for the EC case compared with the other cases. However, looking at the detailed 

results of what the energy is used for it shows that the increased energy need is due to an 

increased need of heating, which is the most energy-consuming factor in the apartment. 

Although, when only looking at the cooling need, which has been previously argued to have a 

large impact on the energy consumption in office buildings, it can be seen that this is reduced 

by 78% compared with the case without any solar shading, and 68% compared with the case 

that showcased the least difference (blinds). 

Furthermore, the results in Table 6.3 show that the case with EC windows has a more stable 

temperature and is able to maintain a more comfortable indoor temperature (closer to 24°C, 

see chapter 4.4.1) compared with the other cases. This is especially noticeable when looking 

at the temperature of the balcony, which has a high percentage of glass, where the maximum 

temperature is reduced with 3.8-4.5°C compared with the other cases.  
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Table 6.1. Summary of simulations presented as energy consumption, kWh/m2, year. 

 

Table 6.2. Summary of simulations presented as total energy consumption for the apartment, MWh/year. 

 

 

 

 

Apartment)106,6)m2 3"glass'window EC'window Blind Curtain
Summary kWh/m2, year, atemp kWh/m2, year, atemp kWh/m2, year, atemp kWh/m2, year, atemp
Heating (including hot water) 130,85 139,38 135,33 134,82
Cooling 5,44 1,18 3,67 3,85
Building electricity 6,24 6,24 6,24 6,24
Piping loss
Total energy consumption 143 147 145 145

Energy Consumption kWh/m2, year, atemp kWh/m2, year, atemp kWh/m2, year, atemp kWh/m2, year, atemp
Heating
Heating,'room'devices 130,85 139,38 135,33 134,82
Heating,'air'treatment 0,00 0 0 0
Total Heating (incl. Pre-heating/free cooling) 130,85 139,38 135,33 134,82
Cooling
Cooling,'room'devices 5,44 1,18 3,67 3,85
Cooling,'air'treatment 0,00 0 0 0
Total Cooling (incl. Pre-heating/free cooling) 5,44 1,18 3,67 3,85
Domestic hot water
Domestic'hot'water'office 0,00 0 0 0
Total Domestic hot water 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Building electricity
Fans 6,24 6,24 6,24 6,24
Pumps 0,00 0 0 0
Total Building electricity 6,24 6,24 6,24 6,24

Apartment)106,6)m2 3"glass'window EC'window Blind Curtain
Summary MWh/year MWh/year MWh/year MWh/year
Heating (including hot water) 13,95 14,86 14,43 14,37
Cooling 0,58 0,13 0,39 0,41
Building electricity 0,66 0,66 0,66 0,66
Piping loss
Total energy consumption 15,19 15,65 15,48 15,44

Energy Consumption MWh/year MWh/year MWh/year MWh/year
Heating
Heating,'room'devices 13,9 14,9 14,43 14,37
Heating,'air'treatment 0,00 0 0
Total Heating (incl. Pre-heating/free cooling) 13,90 14,90 14,43 14,37
Cooling
Cooling,'room'devices 0,58 0,13 0,39 0,41
Cooling,'air'treatment 0,00 0 0 0
Total Cooling (incl. Pre-heating/free cooling) 0,58 0,13 0,39 0,41
Domestic hot water
Domestic'hot'water'office
Total Domestic hot water 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Building electricity
Fans 0,66 0,66 0,66 0,66
Pumps 0 0 0 0
Total Building electricity 0,66 0,66 0,66 0,66
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Table 6.3. Summary of temperature variations in the apartment using different solar shading solutions.  

 

The most significant results from the building simulations of the 10m2 test office room during 

one day of simulation in Kalmar, Sweden, is presented in Figure 6.1-6.3 below.  

Figure 6.1 shows the simulated percentage of dissatisfied occupants in the test office room 

using regular 3-glass window without solar shading (Figure 6.1, top) and the same window 

combined with EC film (Figure 6.1, bottom). The results show that the case with the EC 

window has approximately 1% lower dissatisfied occupants. 

Figure 6.2 shows the simulated variation of thermal comfort using regular 3-glass window 

without solar shading (Figure 6.2, top) and the same window combined with EC film (Figure 

6.2, bottom). Furthermore, the results show, in accordance with the results from the 

apartment, that the case of the EC window is able to maintain a more comfortable thermal 

comfort. 

Last, Figure 6.3 show the simulated variation of cooling need and ideal cooling power using 

regular 3-glass window without solar shading (Figure 6.3, top) and the same window 

combined with EC film (Figure 6.3, bottom).  The results show that the ideal cooling power 

needed for the test room can be reduced with approximately 100W. 

 
 

Apartment)106,6)m2

Room Min)temp)C° Max)temp)C° Min)temp)C° Max)temp)C° Min)temp)C° Max)temp)C° Min)temp)C° Max)temp)C°
Balcony (0,5 36,8 5,9 32,4 (0,5 36,2 (0,5 36,9
Bedroom61 18,0 25,0 18,0 23,4 18,0 24,5 18,0 24,8
Bedroom62 18,0 25,1 18,0 25,0 18,0 25,0 18,0 25,0
Bedroom63 18,0 25,0 18,0 25,1 18,0 25,0 18,0 25,0
Closet 18,0 24,9 18,0 24,2 18,0 24,4 18,0 24,4
Enterence 18,0 25,1 18,0 24,9 18,0 25,1 18,0 25,1
Kitchen 18,0 26,8 18,0 24,5 18,0 26,6 18,0 26,6
Living6room6part61 18,0 25,1 18,0 25,1 18,0 25,1 18,0 25,1
Living6room6part62 18,0 25,0 18,0 24,9 18,0 25,0 18,0 25,0
Toilet61 18,0 25,1 18,0 24,3 18,0 24,7 18,0 24,7
Toilet62 18,0 25,6 18,0 25,1 18,0 25,4 18,0 25,4
Total)min/max)temp)C° (0,5 36,8 5,9 32,4 (0,5 36,2 (0,5 36,9
Avarage)min/max)temp)C° 16,3 26,3 16,9 25,4 16,3 26,1 16,3 26,2
Total)min/max)temp)C°)(without)balcony) 18,0 26,8 18,0 25,1 18,0 26,6 18,0 26,6
Avarage)min/max)temp)C°(without)balcony) 18,0 25,3 18,0 24,7 18,0 25,1 18,0 25,1

3(glass6window EC6window Blind Curtain
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Figure 6.1. Simulated percentage of dissatisfied occupants in the test office room during one day of simulation 
in Kalmar, Sweden, using regular 3-glass window without solar shading (top) and the same window combined 
with EC film (bottom).  
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Figure 6.2. Simulated variation of thermal comfort in the test office room during one day of simulation in 
Kalmar, Sweden, using regular 3-glass window without solar shading (top) and the same window combined with 
EC film (bottom).   
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Figure 6.3. Simulated variation of cooling need and ideal cooling power in the test office room during one day 
of simulation in Kalmar, Sweden, using regular 3-glass window without solar shading (top) and the same 
window combined with EC film (bottom).   
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6.2 Results from LCA 
The most significant results from the LCA are presented in Figure 6.4-6.5 and Table 6.4-6.6. 

Figure 6.4 and Table 6.4 presents the energy consumption and CO2 footprint of 1m2 EC 

window divided on the different phases of the product life cycle, while Table 6.5-6.6 presents 

the energy consumption and CO2 footprint of 1 m2 EC window divided on the different 

components of the EC window. It should, however, be noted that the energy used during the 

manufacturing of the EC foil is added as a part of the usage phase due to limitations in the 

software used. Figure 6.5 shows a comparison of the results from the LCA regarding energy 

consumption and CO2 footprint for 26m2 3-glass regular window (as used in the building 

simulations of the apartment) and the same area of 3-glass EC window with an expected 

lifetime of 1, 5, 10, and 20 years. In Figure 6.5 the energy saved by using the EC window 

(according to the building simulations) is added to the usage phase of the regular window.  

The results show that the majority of the energy consumed and CO2 footprint is a result of the 

manufacturing process of the different materials used in the EC window and that the energy 

used during the usage phase is relatively insignificant. However, it should also be noted that 

the manufacturing of the glass, which is the same regardless of solar shading, represents 81% 

of the energy consumption and 86% of the CO2 footprint.  

Furthermore, the comparison presented in Figure 6.5 between a regular 3-glass window (with 

the potential energy saving added to the usage phase) and the EC window show, assuming a 

lifetime of 10-20 years, that the energy saved by using the EC window by far exceeds the 

extra energy and CO2 footprint caused by the manufacturing of the EC film. 

For this LCA transportation has not been taken in consideration since no detailed information 

regarding this was known at the time of the thesis. However, it should be noted that if the 

currently commercial EC windows were to be compared with the new technology with EC 

foil, the transport would likely be significantly reduced. The reason for this is that the 

currently commercial EC windows are produced in factory as an IGU with the approximate 

weigh of 30-40kg/m2, which hence needs to be transported around the world. However, the 

EC foil, which only weighs approximately 600g/m2, can be more easily transported to IGU 

manufacturers closer to the customer and hence reduce the total transport. 
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Figure 6.4. Energy consumption and CO2 footprint of 1 m2 EC window divided on the different phases of the 
product life cycle. 
	  

Table 6.4. Energy consumption and CO2 footprint of 1 m2 EC window divided on the different phases of the 
product life cycle. 
Phase Energy (MJ) Energy (%) CO2 (kg) CO2 (%) 

Material 391 53.9 26.3 50.5 

Manufacture 321 44.2 25.4 48.6 

Transport 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Use 7.76 1.1 0.0439 0.1 

Disposal 6.04 0.8 0.423 0.8 

Total (for first life) 725 100 52.1 100 

End of life potential -0.201  -0.013  
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Table 6.5. Energy consumption of 1 m2 EC window divided on the different components. 

 
 
 
Table 6.6. CO2 footprint of 1 m2 EC window divided on the different components. 

 
 
  

Component Qty. Energy (MJ) % 

Glass  3 3.2e+02 81.0 

Polymer f i lm  2 24 6.1 

EC layer - WO  1 1.8 0.5 

EC layer - Ni  1 0.49 0.1 

Electronic components  6 47.8 12.4 

Total 13 3.9e+02 100 

Component Qty. CO2 footprint (kg) % 

Glass 3 23 86.0 

Polymer film 2 1.1 4.2 

EC layer - WO 1 0.12 0.4 

EC layer - Ni 1 0.033 0.1 

Electronic components 6 2.44 9.2 

Total 13 26 100 
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of the results from the LCA regarding energy consumption and CO2 footprint for 26m2 

3-glass regular window and 3-glass EC window with the expected lifetime of 1, 5, 10, and 20 years.  
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6.3 Results from Cost-effectiveness Calculations  
By using the calculation procedure described in Appendix B the cost-effectiveness (including 

NPV, ROI, and payback period) of investing in EC windows in an example office building 

was estimated. The calculations were based on changes in energy costs, operating and 

maintenance cost, cleaning costs, and productivity in accordance with findings from the 

literature review and results from the building simulations.  

The following case was assumed for the calculations: 

A company has 50 employees in a 1,000m2 office space with an average gross salary of 

€2,000 per month, the overhead costs are 120% and the profit 5%. The investment capital 

costs related to building, furnishing, equipment and installations are €1,500,000. The 

annual energy cost is 12.5€/m2, the annual operating and maintenance cost is 37.5€/m2, the 

annual cost for cleaning is 18.75€/m2. The interest rate is assumed to be 10% and the 

lifetime of the investment is assumed to be 10 year. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 

building has a window area of 1,000m2 and that the cost of an EC window is 800€/m2 

which is assumed to be 200€/m2 above the cost of a window with a regular solar shading 

solution. 

The results from the calculations of a few different scenarios regarding change in 

productivity, energy consumption, operating and maintenance costs, and cleaning costs 

(assuming that everything else remains unchanged) are presented in Table 6.7. 

The results indicate that, for the calculated case, decreases in cleaning costs and energy costs 

cannot by itself account for the increased initial cost of the investment. Operating and 

maintenance costs have a higher impact on the profitability. However, a 60% decrease in 

costs is necessary to account for the increased building costs due to the investment in EC 

windows.  

The most significant impact on the profitability on the investment is showcased by changes in 

productivity. The results show that merely a small increase in productivity as 1.2% is needed 

in order to make the investment profitable and if the increase is as high as 10% the payback 

period of the investment will be less than 1 year.  
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If taking in consideration the potential increase in productivity and the potential decrease in 

energy consumption that have been previously discussed in the literature review and the 

results of the building simulations an assumed potential increase in productivity of 10% and a 

decrease in energy costs of 55% were used for a calculation scenario. The results show that 

these assumed values for the assumed case would result in a ROI of close to 800% and a 

payback period of less than 1 year, making the investment clearly profitable.  

It should also be noted, that there are other potential financial benefits with the EC window 

that have not been taken in consideration. For example, the building simulations and previous 

studies (Persson, 2006) indicate that EC windows have potential to reduce the needed effect 

of the HVAC system, which hence will result in a lower initial investment cost. Furthermore, 

it has been argued that the EC windows prevent wear on furnishing (Baetens et al., 2010), 

which also contributes to decreased costs of the TCO of the building. 

Table 6.7. Results of ROI, NPV and pack back time for different scenarios. 

	   NPV	  (€)	   ROI	  (%)	   Payback	  period	  
(years)	  

Decrease	  in	  energy	  cost	   	   	   	  
5%	   -‐129.49	   -‐97	   >20	  
10%	   -‐125.65	   -‐94	   >20	  
20%	   -‐117.97	   -‐88	   >20	  
50%	   -‐94.93	   -‐71	   >20	  
100%	   -‐18.12	   -‐14	   14	  
Increase	  in	  productivity	   	   	   	  
1%	   -‐19.78	   -‐15	   14	  
1,2%	   2.93	   2	   10	  
5%	   434.42	   326	   2	  
10%	   1002.18	   752	   <1	  

Decrease	  in	  operating	  and	  maintenance	  costs	   	   	   	  

5%	   -‐121.81	   -‐91	   >20	  
10%	   -‐110.29	   -‐83	   >20	  
60%	   4.92	   4	   10	  
Decrease	  in	  cleaning	  costs	   	   	   	  
5%	   -‐127.57	   -‐96	   >20	  
20%	   -‐110.29	   -‐83	   >20	  
100%	   -‐18.12	   -‐14	   >20	  
Total	  potential	  change	  
(Based	  on	  findings)	   	   	   	  

ΔW	  ≈	  10%,	  ΔE	  =	  -‐55%	   1044.43	   783	   <	  1	  
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7 Analysis and Discussion 
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the previously presented findings from the market 

analysis and performance evaluation in relation to the findings from the literature review. 

The chapter also contains a discussion regarding the prospects of the EC windows being 

adopted and diffused on the market.  

7.1 Fulfillment of the Driving Factors of Adoption and Diffusion 
From the literature, eight factors/attributes have been identified that are argued to have a 

significant impact on eco-innovations prospects of being successfully adopted and diffused on 

the market. The findings regarding the EC windows have then been analyzed to determine 

how well the EC window currently performs relative these factors/attributes. A summary of 

the analysis can be found in Appendix G, while a discussion regarding its performance 

relative each factor is discussed below. 

7.1.1 Understanding of Customers’ Needs and Wants 

One of the factors/attributes that were recurrently mentioned in the literature regarding 

adoption and diffusion of innovations was the importance of understanding the customers’ 

needs and wants. However, when comparing the findings from the market analysis with the 

previously published research on EC windows there seem to be a misallocation. 

The market analysis (and some of the findings from the literature review) indicate that, 

besides must-be features such as durability and warranty, the main value drivers for the 

influencers are robustness of the product, simplicity to operate and maintain, compatibility 

with the building, environmental impact, and the LCC of the product. Furthermore, it is 

indicated that the perceived main benefits of the EC window relative its competitors is the 

possibility provide shading while maintaining an unobstructed view, and the possibility to 

dynamically control the solar shading without the need of motorized drives.  

The market analysis also shows that energy-saving potential is a highly ranked value driver in 

the value chain, although, its importance varies between different countries due to its effect on 

the LCC. For example, since the current energy price in Sweden is relatively low, the energy-

saving potential is not considered to be high enough to make the investment profitable, 

wherefore energy-efficiency becomes less important. However, in many other countries, 
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energy efficiency is highly relevant due to the increasing energy price. This emphasizes the 

importance of understanding the specific need of each market segment.  

The literature review shows that the majority of the published research focuses on the energy-

saving potential of the EC window, however, only limited research focus on the other benefits 

have been found. For example, only recently a couple of studies with focus on end user 

impact have been published. Since most investors want to see evidence that the investment 

actually can deliver the promised value within their area of interest, it is important that more 

research is focused on proving that the EC window actually can contribute relative the other 

value drivers as well. 

7.1.2 Relative Advantage/Consumer Value Positioning 

Another of the most commonly mentioned and most important factors/attributes for 

successful adoption and diffusion of eco-innovations was identified to be the perceived 

relative advantage that the eco-innovation possesses compared with other options and that it 

possess consumer value positioning.  

No published work has been found regarding the performance of the EC window in relation to 

other options for solar shading on office buildings. As the findings from the literature review 

indicate, it is important to keep in mind that there are already established and mature solutions 

on the market that to a large extent solves many of the problems with windows satisfactory. It 

is these solutions that the EC windows will be compared with, not regular windows without 

solar shading. Hence, it is necessary to focus more of the future research on understanding of 

the EC windows’ performance relative the established competitors on the market.  

The findings in this thesis, however, indicate that the EC window indeed possesses relative 

advantage within several areas relative its competitors, which are also perceived by the 

influencers as advantages. The EC window also has the potential to deliver several non-green 

consumer values besides energy-saving potential such as cost-effectiveness, convenience, etc. 

These benefits will be separately discussed in relation to the five identified sub categories that 

were identified from the literature review. 

Efficiency and Cost-Effectiveness 

As previously mentioned, this is the area that has been most discussed in previously published 

research, at least regarding energy efficiency.  Several studies have shown that in terms of 
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energy efficiency the EC window performs significantly better than regular windows in office 

buildings with large window-to-wall-area-ratio, due to their contribution to reduce need of 

comfort cooling and artificial lighting.  

There are large differences in the properties and behaviors of office buildings (which were the 

focus of the study) and the behaviors of apartments (which were used for the building 

simulations). For example, the need of comfort cooling is limited in apartments while it is 

large in office buildings. Due to this, the results from the building simulations presented in 

this thesis cannot be considered to be valid for office buildings. However, even though the 

building simulations was simple and limited to an apartment, the pattern of reduced cooling 

need and increased thermal comfort could be seen in the results, both in comparison to regular 

windows but also compared with other solar shading solutions. 

It should be noted that the results from the simulations showed that for the apartment, which 

has a significantly higher heating need compared with cooling need, the total energy use was 

actually increased by using the EC window. This, however, indicates that EC windows might 

not be the optimal choice for all types of buildings. Hence, it is likely that their benefits might 

only be beneficial for buildings with high percentage of glazing and a high internal heat (e.g. 

office buildings) which results in a high need of comfort cooling. Consequently, it is 

important to find a simple way of comparing the efficiency of the EC windows for different 

buildings, for example by including it as a solar shading option in different simple calculation 

programs.  

Regarding the cost-effectiveness, the EC windows have a disadvantage of being relatively 

expensive especially since up-front adoption costs such as high initial investment costs have 

shown to have significant impact on the decision to adopt an innovation. As a result, several 

findings indicate that in order to be competitive on the market the price of the EC windows 

need to be reduced. However, the profitability calculations done in this thesis for NPV, ROI 

and payback time show that EC windows can be a profitable investment since they have 

potential to improve several of the cost factors included in the TCO of the building.  

For example, the EC windows have shown to have potential to not only reduce energy costs 

significantly, but also reduce operating and maintenance costs due to reduced need of 

motorized drivers, reduce cleaning costs related to the windows, and most importantly, 

increase productivity due to increased view and thermal comfort in the office.  
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Although, the cost-effectiveness of the EC window, calculations show that it is not the 

reduced energy costs that have the highest impact on the cost-effectiveness but rather the 

increased productivity and reduced operating and maintenance costs. For example, with the 

current energy prices in Sweden the energy-saving potential does not seem to be high enough 

to by itself make the investment profitable. On the other hand, small improvements in 

productivity, which the EC windows have potential to provide in several ways, have shown to 

make up for the entire investment cost.  

It should, however, be emphasized that since there are large differences between different 

countries regarding, for example different climates, building types and materials used, energy 

costs, wages for cleaning and maintenance etc., the TCO elements’ importance will differ. As 

a result, these results should not be generalized over different buildings and countries. 

However, they provide an understanding of how the different TCO elements contribute to the 

profitability of the investment. Since the interviews show that customers tend to do this type 

of cost-effectiveness calculations as an important part of their decision to invest, it is 

important to have a clear understanding of how the EC windows actually can showcase clear 

cost-benefit ratios.  

User Comfort/Health/Safety 

User comfort/health/safety is a factor that has been argued to have high importance when it 

comes to the adoption of eco-innovations. The importance of this factor has also been noticed 

in the findings from the market analysis where the comfort benefit was considered one of the 

higher value drivers for investment decisions. 

Findings from the literature review show that the EC windows can ensure unmitigated 

transparent views and a level of dynamic illumination control simultaneously. In addition, 

they can reduce glare without compromising the availability to daylight in the office. This is 

recurrently mentioned in literature to be some of the main benefits of the EC windows 

compared with other solar shading solutions. Furthermore, the results from the building 

simulations indicate that the EC windows have the potential to contribute to a more stable 

office temperature within the thermal comfort zone. 

Several studies that have been reviewed for the purpose of this thesis argue for the affect of 

these factors on user comfort and health. For example, findings from different parts of this 

thesis show that due to these benefits the EC windows have the potential to improve the 
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health of the building occupants. For example, by reducing SBS symptoms, enhance mood 

and attitudes, reduce stress, and promote higher quality of life. These are benefits that not 

only the employees or building owners will benefit from but the society in large.  

Performance 

Since the actual performance of the EC windows have not been tested for this study, it is 

difficult to draw any definite conclusions regarding the fulfillment of this attribute. However, 

it should be noted that this factor could be one main reason to why the diffusion of EC 

windows have been relatively slow. 

According to findings from the literature review, there are a couple of expectations regarding 

the performance of the EC windows that need to be fulfilled in order for the product to 

become competitive on the market. A couple of these, (e.g. glare reduction, and solar/optical 

transmittance, etc.) are relatively easy to ensure and previous tests of the windows show that 

they are able to perform to the expectations. However, when it comes to other expectations 

(e.g. price, switching time, size, etc.) the currently available EC windows are not quite there 

yet. 

Findings from the market analysis indicate that even though customers seem to perceive the 

EC windows as more robust than currently used solar shadings there is suspiciousness 

regarding whether or not they are able to perform to the expectations of lifetime and 

consistency. As a result, the interviewed customers/influencers state to be hesitant to adopt 

the EC windows, at least until the price has been reduced and consistency as well as durability 

of the window’s performance can be ensured. 

Symbolism and Social Status 

The findings of this thesis show that there are generally positive opinions about the EC 

windows and it is argued that they do have a certain “wow factor” due to their high-tech 

appearance. Furthermore, the EC windows seem to be right in time in terms of a higher focus 

on green construction and building to meet LEED requirements. However, the EC windows 

do not seem to have reached a level were they are being adopted simply because of their 

symbolism or high status. Although, if they are marketed right and if they can deliver 

satisfactory value, the EC window possesses several benefits that can increase the social 

status of buildings and offices. For example, since they can contribute the financial benefits 

for a lessee/employer, buildings with EC windows could become more attractive to rent. 
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Furthermore, the environmental benefits and the health benefits could be used for marketing 

of an employer since they can showcase that the employer value sustainable development and 

employee health.  

Convenience 

The findings from the market analysis show that the EC window has potential to bring 

additional consumer value in form of convenience to the potential adopters. For example, one 

of the perceived benefits of the EC window is its simplicity, both to use and to maintain, 

compared with currently used solar shading systems. Additionally, if the EC window can be 

integrated as a part of the entire office building’s automated control system (together with 

lighting and comfort cooling) it can contribute to an IEQ that is comfortable enough for the 

employees to not get distracted. As a result, the employees do not have to waste time and 

energy on adjusting the indoor environment, and fewer actions have to be made in order to fix 

sources of complaints. 

7.1.3 Compatibility 

The findings from the literature review and the market analysis show that even though the 

understanding of the customers’ needs and wants is not quite there, the EC window is to a 

large extent compatible with the needs and values of the potential adopters. For example, the 

trend goes toward an increased focus on meeting LEED requirements and green construction. 

Due to this, there is an increased demand from influencers for energy efficiency of buildings. 

Furthermore, user health and comfort is highly valued. As previously discussed, findings 

indicate that the EC window has potential to be compatible with these needs and demands. 

However, findings also indicate that it is important that future development of the EC window 

makes it compatible with the remaining architecture and control systems of the building and 

that they do not complicate potential future changes on the buildings.  

7.1.4 Complexity 

As mentioned above, the EC windows are perceived by the customers/influencers to be 

simple to use and to maintain in comparison to currently used solar shading solutions. 

However, one problem is, as previously discussed, the complexity related to providing clear 

evidence for the specific benefits of investing in EC windows for each investor (e.g. energy-

saving potential, cost-effectiveness, health improvements, etc.).  
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7.1.5 Calibration of Consumer Knowledge 

One problem regarding the observability of the benefits with the EC windows is that there has 

been limited real-life studies conducted on the EC windows. As a result, that there is limited 

evidence that the potential benefits actually will become fulfilled once the EC windows are 

installed. At the moment, a couple of test offices and buildings are available around the world 

with EC windows were the benefits could be observed and tried out. However, it is likely that 

in order for the EC windows to be adopted and diffused on the market in the future, more 

real-life tests need to be conducted and observability need to be further established in niche 

markets to work as a reference for future adopters. 

Furthermore, it is important that the most interesting and significant benefits of the EC 

windows can be clearly communicated to the customers and the influencers. For example, it 

would be beneficial to find a method to showcase the less obvious benefits that the EC 

windows contribute to (e.g. increased productivity and health) in a simple and 

comprehensible way. 

7.1.6 Re-invention/Flexibility 

The currently commercial EC windows have shown to have limitations regarding flexibility 

and size as a result of their manufacturing process. However, the new technique, which 

produces an EC foil instead of IGU, can increase the flexibility and make the EC windows 

more adaptable for different types of windows and buildings.  

7.1.7 Credibility of Product Claims 

The market analysis indicates that there seem to be perceived uncertainties regarding the 

performance, lifetime, and the durability of the EC windows. Since, the installation of 

windows in new office buildings is a costly and rather permanent investment, it is 

understandable that the customers want to decrease the uncertainties and perceived risks that 

are associated with the investment. As a result, it is important that the EC windows are able to 

deliver their promised values. Furthermore, it is likely that the customers will request 

evidence of the actual benefits of the EC windows before they decide to adopt them.  

The findings from the literature and the results from the performance analysis indicate that the 

EC window should be able to deliver both the claimed environmental benefits as well as the 

financial benefits. However, in order to decrease the uncertainty and perceived risk it could be 

preferable to get the windows eco-certified.  
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Regarding the perceived attributes of the supplier, there are many rather new actors without 

any reputation on the market that are manufacturing the EC windows (e.g. the upcoming 

manufacturers of the EC foil). This could increase the perceived risk regarding whether they 

are able to deliver the expected quality of the windows. Thus, it could be preferable for the 

EC window manufacturers to partner up with other highly regarded actors on the market (e.g. 

IGU/window/facade manufacturers). This is further emphasized by findings from the market 

analysis, which show that Swedish entrepreneurs consider good business partners to be one of 

the most important drivers for uptake of eco-innovations.  

With this in mind, it is possible that the new EC foil is taking a step in a positive direction by 

taking one step backward in the value chain and becoming an ingredient sold to well-known 

IGU/window/facade manufacturers. By doing so, the customers can continue buying their 

windows/facades from their regular trusted manufacturer without having to opt out the EC 

technology. 

7.1.8 Political Support/Environmental Policies 

The importance of political support was recurrently discussed in the reviewed literature, 

although, it has not been analyzed in depth in this thesis. However, as can be seen in the 

introduction of the thesis, there is a support from the European Union in form of the 20-20-20 

by 2020 goals to develop and introduce energy-saving technologies and also to find ways to 

decrease the impact of buildings on the energy consumption. Thus, even though there is no 

present support for EC windows specifically, there is political support for energy-efficient 

innovations such as the EC windows.  

7.2 The Future Prospects of Electrochromic Windows  
The EC window does possess a certain “wow factor” and it seems to intrigue and fascinate 

early adopters such as technology enthusiasms and visionaries. However, in order to be 

successfully adopted and diffused it also need cross the chasm and convince the early and late 

majority of the market, wherefore it need to prove that it brings more than a “wow factor” to 

the table.  

The analysis above show that the EC window does indeed fulfill most of the identified driving 

factors and perform well relative the most identified factors/attributes of importance. 

However, the analysis also shows that there is room for improvements within some areas. 
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Since the market analysis suggests that the important influencers on the market for 

window/facade applications are architects, building owners and other prescribers it is 

recommended to attempt to create a market pull for the EC windows by focusing on fulfilling 

the value drivers that are most relevant to these influencers. The findings from the market 

analysis indicate that these value drivers are the investment cost in relation to the ROI, 

simplicity and robustness, user comfort, and environmental impact (including energy 

consumption). Since the findings of the thesis indicate that the EC window is currently 

performing well relative these value drivers, the prospects of EC windows being adopted and 

diffused in the future should be good, provided that the benefits are clearly communicated and 

showcased to the potential adopters.  

However, it is also important to keep in mind that even though the EC window might be 

performing better than other currently used solar shading solutions it is not a given that the 

product will be successfully adopted on the market. For example, it is argued that one reason 

to why improved view and connection to the outside world is beneficial is that it increases 

productivity and improves employee health. However, there might be other less expensive 

changes and improvements, besides solar shadings, that have the same benefits and hence 

could be invested in instead. Thus, to improve the prospects of EC windows being 

successfully adopted on the market, it is important to provide strong and convincing 

arguments and evidences for the different adopter groups. 

Similarly, it was mentioned during the interviews that there are several other techniques used 

for construction of new buildings, which make it possible to construct buildings that produces 

the equivalent energy that they consume. Hence, even though the most obvious strategy for 

EC manufacturers might be to focus on the market of new construction of office buildings due 

to compatibility with large glazed areas and novel technology, they might have to change 

strategy in the future.  

For example, to enhance the value of the provided benefits it might be preferable to focus on 

refurbishment of windows in older buildings, which are not as energy efficient as new 

buildings. This might also be necessary in order for the EC windows to make a significant 

change on the total energy consumption of the building sector. However, in order to do so, the 

EC window might have to be further developed into a solution that enables use of the EC 

technology without replacing the entire window. In that case, the new EC foil is likely to have 

the better prospects of success than the current EC windows.   
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8 Conclusions 
The purpose of this chapter is present the conclusions that has been drawn from this thesis 

and to answer the initially stated research question. Furthermore, the chapter will finish by 

presenting suggested future research within the area of research. 

The objective of this thesis is to analyze the difficulties related market introduction of eco-

innovations in order to identify factors/attributes that affect adoption and diffusion of eco-

innovations and use the findings in order to evaluate the prospects of EC windows to be 

successfully adopted and diffused within the building sector.  

From the literature review it was found that previously published work argue that the 

adoption and diffusion of eco-innovations are affected by eight factors: (i) understanding of 

customers’ needs and wants, (ii) relative advantage, (iii) compatibility, (iv) complexity, (v) 

calibration of consumer knowledge, (vi) re-invention/flexibility, (vii) credibility of product 

claims, and (viii) political support/environmental policies.  

When analyzing the EC window’s performance relative each of these factors/attributes it can 

be concluded that the innovation perform well relative most of these factors/attributes and 

also relative the identified value drivers of the market influencers. Some of the most 

important findings regarding the benefits of the EC window can be summarized as follows: 

• The EC window has potential to reduce the cooling need significantly in 

comparison to regular windows but also compared with other currently used solar 

shading solutions. However, even though energy-efficiency is considered to be an 

important attribute of eco-innovations, the Swedish energy price is at the moment 

not considered to be high enough to compensate for the high investment cost of the 

EC windows.  

• However, the EC window’s ability to maintain an obstructed view and contribute to 

a better and more stable thermal comfort in the office provides significant cost-

effectiveness benefits, which in turn have the potential to compensate for the 

increased investment cost by far and hence deliver a satisfactory ROI. In addition, 

this impact on the IEQ has several health benefits such as reduced SBS symptoms, 

enhanced mood and attitudes, reduced stress, and promotes higher quality of life.  
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• Another of the main benefits of the EC window is its simplicity. Since the EC 

window is easier to use and to maintain compared with its competitors, it is 

providing additional value in form of convenience for the building owner and the 

occupants. As a result, it also contributes to additional economic benefits for the 

building owner due to reduced operating and maintenance costs. 

• The EC window is an innovation that seems to be compatible with the needs and 

wants of the potential adopters, and it is able to contribute both environmental 

benefits as well as non-green consumer value. In addition, it seems to be right in 

time due to the increased focus on green construction and sustainability. 

However, it should be emphasized that even though the EC window perform well relative 

most of the identified factors/attributes, there are a couple of prerequisites that need to be 

considered in order to improve the prospects of increased adoption and diffusion in the future. 

These prerequisites can be summarized as follows: 

• At the moment, there seem to be an uncertainty regarding the durability, 

performance, and profitability of the EC windows among the market influencers, 

which makes them hesitant to adopt the windows. Hence, it is essential that the 

benefits, which the EC window has shown to provide, also are communicated to the 

influencers in a convincing and comprehensible way. Because as long as the 

influencers do not see the benefits of the EC window the prospects of it being 

adopted are relatively low. 

• It is essential that the EC window is further developed in a direction that fulfills all 

the expectations of the potential adopters. For example, it is necessary that it is 

compatible with the architecture and control system of the building and that it can 

provide flexibility and re-invention possibilities. As a result, the findings indicate 

that the EC foil has higher prospects of being successfully adopted and diffused on 

the market since it has higher potential to meet these expectations than the current 

EC window.  

• To decrease the perceived risk and uncertainty related to the EC window and its 

suppliers, it is recommended to get the EC window eco-certified and that the 

suppliers partner up with other highly regarded actors on the market.  
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• It is also suggested that more physical observable examples of successful 

installations of EC windows are established to provide clear evidence of the benefits 

the innovation brings to the potential adopters.  

With this in mind, it can be concluded that, taking into consideration the increased benefits 

that the EC foil potentially can deliver and provided that the prerequisites presented above are 

taken in consideration and preferably are met, the EC windows should have good prospects of 

being successfully adopted and diffused within the building sector in the future.  

It is, however, suggested that future focus should be devoted to the development of an EC 

solution that enables refurbishment of windows in already existing buildings with low energy-

efficiency without having to replace the entire window. Since the targeted problems are larger 

in these buildings this could increase the benefits of the EC window, and as a result also 

increase the market penetration since the technology would not be delimited to new 

construction projects. Furthermore, since the EC window, in its current state, is targeting a 

small percentage of the entire building sector its total impact on the energy consumption of 

the sector is likely to be small. However, if the EC technology could increase its market 

penetration and reach a larger percentage of the building sector, it could also increase its 

contribution to the achievement of the 20% energy-savings objective.  

To sum up, it can be concluded that an increased adoption and diffusion of the EC window 

would not only be beneficial to the actors in the value chain but for the society as well. The 

reason for this is that the EC window has potential to make contributions in all areas of the 

triple-bottom line and hence contribute to a more sustainable development of the building 

sector.  

8.1 Limitations and Contributions of the Research 
In this thesis, an attempt has been made to estimate the relative performance of the EC 

window compared with its main competitors by the use of quantitative methods such as 

energy simulations, LCA estimations, and cost-effectiveness calculations. However, 

throughout the work it became clear that quantitative methods are insufficient to draw any 

definite conclusions regarding the prospects of the EC windows adoption and diffusion. The 

main reason for this is the large number of aspects that affect the prospects of adoption and 

diffusion of eco-innovations hence should be taken in consideration and the fact that relative 

advantage is no guarantee for successful diffusion of a product. Instead it can be concluded 
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that in order to estimate the prospects of successful adoption and diffusion it is necessary to 

do a more qualitative assessment and take all possible factors into consideration. 

Due to the time limit of this thesis, the quantitative methods used had to be significantly 

simplified and several assumptions and delimitations had to be made. As a result, the validity 

of the results is considered to be rather low. However, with the help of these methods it was 

possible to create a basic understanding of, for example, the potential profitability of the 

investment and the environmental impact of the product, which could be used as part of a 

more qualitative evaluation of the EC window.  

Hence, due to the low validity of the results, the findings in this thesis should be perceived as 

indications of the most important areas for future research regarding adoption and diffusion of 

eco-innovations within the building sector. Accordingly, the findings could be used as 

guidance for further studies with the aim to improve the adoption and diffusion of EC 

windows. Furthermore, this case study pose as an example of how an eco-innovation could be 

evaluated relative important aspects in order to identify strengths and weaknesses of the 

innovation that potentially could affects its prospects of future adoption and diffusion on the 

market.  

8.2 Future Research 
In accordance with the previous section, the findings presented in this thesis have indicated a 

couple of research areas of interest.  

For example, the findings indicate that it is essential to understand the needs and wants of the 

customers, although, there seem to be a misallocation in previous research relative the 

different identified needs. Hence, it is suggested that future research should be to devoted to 

an increased understanding of the potential adopters needs and wants, and how to ensure that 

the EC window meet or preferable exceed these needs. For example, since it has been found 

that there are large differences in needs and wants for different markets (e.g. different 

building types, different countries, etc.) it is suggested that further research is devoted to a 

wider range of markets and the EC windows potential to bring benefits to the potential 

adopters within each market segment.    

Furthermore, the findings from the literature review indicate the importance of understanding 

the pros and cons of established solutions on the market. However, none of the previously 
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published studies found discussed the EC window’s relative advantage compared to 

established solar shading solutions. Hence, it is suggested that future research should be 

devoted to evaluation of the EC window’s relative advantage compared to currently 

established competitors on the market, such as other solar shading solutions suitable for single 

and hybrid facades.  

It is also recommended that more research and test on other benefits of the EC windows 

besides energy saving potential are conducted, especially on the benefit of providing 

unobstructed view. This should be done both with the aim to establish evidence of the 

benefits, but also with the aim to identify unfulfilled market needs that can create market 

opportunities for the EC windows. For example, the impact of an unobstructed view has not 

only indicated to have significant economic benefits, but it is a market need that is yet 

unfulfilled by currently established solar shading solutions on the market. As a result, the 

adoption of the EC window would be facilitated if it can meet this unfulfilled need and 

provide evidence of its value. Consequently, the possibility to provide an unobstructed view 

could be the niche that separates the EC window from currently established solutions and 

enables it to establish on the market. 
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Appendix A. Building Simulation Parameters 
The purpose of this appendix is to present parameters used for the building simulations 

conducted in IDA ICE 4 for the purpose of this thesis. 

The main building simulations have been done on a 4-room apartment with a floor area of 

106,6m2 and with a total window area of 26,67m2. The apartment is simulated with four 

occupants and with the some additional internal heat from the occupants watching TV during 

the evenings. Furthermore, additional comfort cooling through AC has been added to the 

simulations to enable estimation of change in cooling need. The simulations are using climate 

data from Kalmar, Sweden, during 2011. The most important properties are presented below 

in Table A1-A6 followed by a model of the building and a floor plan.  

To simulate the dynamic control of the EC windows the shading factor g of the EC windows 

is controlled by sun intensity per m2 window area with the control value set at 50W/m2. Thus, 

initially g is set at 0.44 (bleached state) but when the sun intensity reaches 50W/m2 the 

shading factor changes from 0.44 to 0.17. Since the EC window has a switching time of a 

couple of minutes, a delay of 20 minutes is added to the switching of the shading factor.  

Further simulations have been done on a test office room with an 10m2 floor area and 3m2 

window area. The room without the EC film uses Pilkington Insulight 6C(66)-15Ar-4 (2-

glass) with outer glass Suncool 66/33, cavity width 15 mm argon, inner glass Optifloat Clear. 

LT (daylight)=66%.  

Table A1. Building paremeters used for the energi simulations in IDA ICE 4. 
Fixed infiltration airflow rate  2.267 l/s  

Building envelope  Area [m2]  U [W/(K m2)]  U*A [W/K]  % of total  

External walls  53.48  0.48  25.92  19.40  

Roof  10.59  0.27  2.89  2.17  

External floor  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  

Windows  26.67  3.73  99.59  74.54  

External doors  0.06  0.00  0.00  0.00  

Thermal bridges  
  

5.21  3.90  

Sum1/Weighted average2  90.801  1.472  133.611  100.00  
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Table A2. Building paremeters used for the energi simulations in IDA ICE 4. 

Thermal bridges  Area or Length  Avg. Heat conductivity  Sum [W/K]  

External wall - Internal slab  48.65 m  0.025 W/(K m)  1.216  

External wall - Internal wall  38.10 m  0.015 W/(K m)  0.572  

External wall - External wall  11.10 m  0.080 W/(K m)  0.888  

Window perimeter  52.74 m  0.029 W/(K m)  1.540  

External door perimeter  0.00 m  0.000 W/(K m)  0.000  

Roof - External wall  9.60 m  0.089 W/(K m)  0.856  

External slab - External wall  0.00 m  0.000 W/(K m)  0.000  

Balcony floor-External walls  0.00 m  0.000 W/(K m)  0.000  

External slab - Internal wall  0.00 m  0.000 W/(K m)  0.000  

Roof - Internal wall  7.32 m  0.018 W/(K m)  0.135  

External walls - Inner corners  0.00 m  0.000 W/(K m)  0.000  

External walls  90.67 m2  0.000 W/(K m2)  0.000  

Extra losses  -  -  -0.000  

Sum  -  -  5.207  

 
Table A3. Window paremeters used for the energi simulations in IDA ICE 4. 

Windows  Area 
[m2]  

U Glass 
[W/(K m2)]  

U Frame 
[W/(K m2)]  

U Total 
[W/(K m2)]  

U*A 
[W/K]  

Shading 
factor g  

N  3.80  1.90  2.00  1.91  7.25  0.68  
E  3.15  1.90  2.00  1.91  6.01  0.68  
S  13.86  5.80  2.00  5.42  75.12  0.85  
W  5.87  1.90  2.00  1.91  11.21  0.68  

Sum1/Weighted 
average2  26.671  3.932  2.002  3.732  99.591  0.772  

 
Table A4. EC window paremeters used for the energi simulations in IDA ICE 4. 

EC Windows  Area 
[m2]  

U Glass 
[W/(K m2)]  

U Frame 
[W/(K m2)]  

U Total 
[W/(K m2)]  

U*A 
[W/K]  

Shading 
factor g  

N  3.80  1.90  2.00  1.91  7.25  0.44  
E  3.15  1.90  2.00  1.91  6.01  0.44  
S  13.86  1.90  2.00  1.91  26.47  0.44  
W  5.87  1.90  2.00  1.91  11.21  0.44  

Sum1/Weighted 
average2  26.671  1.902  2.002  1.912  50.941  0.442  

 
Table A5. Air handling unit paremeters used for the energi simulations in IDA ICE 4. 

Air 
handling 

unit  

Pressure head 
supply/exhaust 

[Pa/Pa]  

Fan efficiency 
supply/exhaust [-/-

]  

System SFP 
[kW/(m3/s)]  

Heat exchanger 
temp. ratio/min 

exhaust temp. [-/C]  
AHU  0.00/400.00  0.00/0.60  0.00/0.67  0.00/0.00  

 
Table A6. DHW use paremeters used for the energi simulations in IDA ICE 4. 

DHW use  L/per occupant and day  No. of persons  Sum, [l/s]  

 0.000  10.000  0.000  
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Figure A1. Model of the apartment building used for the building simulations. 
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Figure A2. Floor plan of the apartment used for the building simulation (left half).  
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Appendix B. Cost-effectiveness Calculation Procedures 
The purpose of this appendix is to present an example of the cost-effectiveness calculation 

procedure used in this thesis, as presented in REHVA Indoor Climate and Productivity 

Guidebook (REHVA, 2006). 

The calculation method used builds on the annuity cost method and includes the following 

cost items: 

1. Incremental investment cost (compared with the basic case) 

2. Change in operating and maintenance cost (including energy cost) 

3. Productivity loss due to indoor environment.  

The investment cost is converted to annual cost with the following formula: 

                   𝐶!   = 𝐵!"# ∙ 𝑎 =   𝐵!!" ∙   
𝑟
100∙(1+

𝑟
100)

𝑛

(1+ 𝑟
100)

𝑛
−1

        (1) 

where: 

C = annual cost of the investment 

Bnew  =  present value of the investment 

n   =  calculation period = life of time of the investment, years 

a   =  annuity factor for the n years 

r    =  annual interest rate, % 

The most economical alternative is the one with the lowest sum of the three cost items 

presented above. These are further described below. 

It is important that all cost items related to the improvements of the IEQ are included in the 

calculations, and not only the cost of new equipment and material. The total cots of ownership 

should, for example, include: 

• Design 

• Construction and installation 

• Electrical works 

• Piping 

• Mechanical works 
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• Construction management 

• Supporting work 

• Change of capacity of the equipment, etc.  

The total construction cost is divided on usable floor are to get cost per floor area unit, since 

the costs and benefits have to be calculated in the same units, in this case €/m2-floor per year. 

The investment or refurbishment may change several items of the operating and maintenance 

cost of the building. However, indoor environmental changes are most commonly related to 

energy cost. The rest of the operation and maintenance cost is assumed to be unchanged. 

The productivity loss is calculated with the assumption that a deviation of the indoor 

environment from the optimum will decrease the productivity, either in terms of work 

performance or number of sick leave days. This loss in productivity is calculated in 

percentage based on the indoor condition and can include a number of factors such air quality 

and ventilation rate. However, for this thesis the following factors have been taken in 

consideration: 

1. Effect of room temperature on performance 

2. Effect of room temperature on sick leave days 

3. Effect of daylight on performance 

4. Effect of view on performance 

It should, however, be noted that some of the factors are dependent on each other where these 

relationships are not currently known. Due to this, for these calculations, it is assumed that the 

magnitude of the combined affect is at least the effect of the greater of the single parameters, 

and not more than the sum of the independent parameters.  

To convert the productivity loss to similar units as the other cost items, the value of work has 

to be estimate, as well as the floor area used by the employees. This kind of estimation can be 

obtained by dividing the turnover of the company or its part by the number of employees, 

using the average gross salary added with overhead costs and the profit of the company. This 

estimation can be illustrated as in the following example. 

Example 1. The company has 50 employees in a 1000 m2 office space. An average gross 

salary of the company is €2000 per month, the overhead costs are 120% and the profit 5%. 
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The average value of the annual work is thus [(€2000/mo x 12 mo/a) x 2,2] x 1,05 = 55440 

€/person. As the average space used per employee is 1000 m2/50 = 20 m2, the average value 

of the work is 55440 €/person/20 m2 = 2 772 €/m2. 

Thus, the economy of the investment for indoor environmental improvement depend on the 
following factors: 

• Value of the work (including gross salary, overhead cost, and profit) 

• Floor area per employee 

• Interest rate 

• Life time of the investment 

• Net cost of the investment (including the changes in operating and maintenance 
costs). 

 
The relation of these parameters can be presented as is Table B1 The last columns illustrate 

the maximum values of the investment that still gives the requested rate of return with 

different levels of productivity increases. The information from Table B1 can also be 

presented graphically as the example in Figure B1. To illustrate how to use the information 

presented in Table B1 and Figure B1, the following example is given: 

Example 2. The life time of the investment is 10 years, and the requested return of the 

investment is 10%, the investment criteria is met with the cost of investment of 272 €/m2 if the 

productivity improvement is 2% in a workplace where occupant density is 25 m2/person, and 

the value of the work is 30 €/h. 

Table B1. The effects of productivity increase (1,2 or 4%  increase) on productivity in €/m2. The table also 
shows the magnitude of the investment in various cases when the investment is still cost-effective from the 
employer´s point.  

 
Source: REHVA (2006) 
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Figure B1. Break-even investment cost (€ /m2-office floor area) to improve environment with different value of 
work (€/m2-office floor area) depending on gained productivity (1, 2, 4, 6, or 8%), annuity factor of the 
investment in owner occupied buildings where the building owner gets as an employer all benefits from 
improved productivity.  

 
Source: REHVA (2006) 

These methods have been further developed to calculate the NPV, ROI, and payback period.  

To calculate the NPV the following formula was used: 

  𝑅 = 𝐸 ∙ Δ𝐸 +   𝑀 ∙ Δ𝑀 + 𝐶 ∙ Δ𝐶 +𝑊 ∙ Δ𝑊           (2) 

  𝑁𝑃𝑉   𝑟,𝑛 = !
(!!!)!

!
!!! − !!"#

!""#$%  !"#$%
               (3) 
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where: 

R   = total annual gain from changes in energy costs, operating and maintenance costs, 

cleaning costs, and productivity. 

E  = annual energy costs 

M   = annual operating and maintenance costs 

C  = annual cleaning costs 

W  = annual value of work  

Bnew = the present value/cost of the investment. 

n  = calculation period = life of time of the investment, years 

a  = annuity factor for the n years 

r  = annual interest rate, % 

 

To calculate the ROI the following formula was used: 

      𝑅𝑂𝐼 = 𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛  𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚  𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑓  𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑓  𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑁𝑃𝑉

(𝐵𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒  𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒)             (4) 

 

To estimate the payback period of the investment the annuity of the investment for n years 

was calculated using the following formula: 

          𝐴 = 𝐵!"# ∙
𝑟 1+𝑟 𝑛

1+𝑟 𝑛−1
=   𝐵!"# ∙

𝑟
1−(1+𝑟)−𝑛

                     (5) 

Next the annuity A was compared with the previously estimated annual gain from changes R 

assuming that: 

      𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘  𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 = 𝑛                (6) 

when: 

                 𝑅 ≥ 𝐴                  (7)
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Appendix C. Attributes of Diffusion of Innovation 
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Appendix D. Attributes of Diffusion of Eco-Innovation 
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Appendix E. Sensitivity Analysis of Productivity  
The purpose of this appendix is to present the principle of the sensitivity analysis to 

demonstrate the relative importance of each parameter of the TCO, as presented in REHVA 

Indoor Climate and Productivity Guidebook (REHVA, 2006). 

To visualize the relative correlation between various factors influencing costs and profits, a 

simplified correlation of annual expenses can be expressed as follows: 

  𝐵 ∙ 𝑎 + 𝐸 +𝑀 + 𝐶 + 𝑆 = 𝑃 − 𝐺                (2) 

where:  

B = investment capital costs related to building, furnishing, equipment and installations 

a = annuity factor (amortization factor) 

E = annual energy costs 

M  = annual operating and maintenance costs 

C = annual cleaning costs 

S = annual salaries including all related costs  

P = annual production revenue (products/fees, etc.)  

G  = annual profit. 

If an alteration quantity (Δ) is introduced in relation to the reference situation equation (1) and 

assuming that there is no increase in salaries (ΔS = 0) or profits (ΔG = 0), that each employee 

uses y m2 of the building area and that the total building costs per m2 are set at x (€/m2), 

equation (1) can be rewritten as follows: 

              !"
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+ !
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+ !
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            (3) 

Equation (2) can then be used in sensitivity analysis to demonstrate the relative importance of 

each parameter.  
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To illustrate this, an example using the following parameters can be used: 

a = 0,11 (r = 7% interest rate, n = 15 years) 

E = 12,5 (€/m2) 

M  =  37,5 (€/m2) 

C = 18,75 (€/m2) 

P = 50 000 (€/employee)  

y = 20 (m2/employee) 

x =  1 500 (€/m2) 

à        !"
!
+ 0,076 ∙ !"

!
+ 0,227 ∙ !"

!
+ 0,114 ∙ !"

!
  ≤ 15,152   ∙ !"

!
   (4) 

Equation (4) can then be used to assess the importance of each factor, as illustrated in Table 

E1. 

Table E1. Importance of each factor relative productivity.  

Parameter	   Equation	  factor	   Necessary	  productivity	  gain	  

Investments	   ∆𝑥 𝑥   ≤ 15,152 ∙ (Δ𝑃 𝑃)	   (Δ𝑃 𝑃) ≥ 0.0660 ∙ (∆𝑥 𝑥)	  

Energy	  costs	   0.076 ∙ (∆𝐸 𝐸) ≤ 15,152 ∙ (Δ𝑃 𝑃)	   (Δ𝑃 𝑃) ≥ 0.0050 ∙ (∆𝐸 𝐸)	  

Operation	  and	  
maintenance	   0.227 ∙ (∆𝑀 𝑀) ≤ 15,152 ∙ (Δ𝑃 𝑃)	   (Δ𝑃 𝑃) ≥ 0.0150 ∙ (∆𝑀 𝑀)	  

Cleaning	   1.114   ∙ (∆𝐶 𝐶) ≤ 15,152 ∙ (Δ𝑃 𝑃)	   (Δ𝑃 𝑃) ≥ 0.0075 ∙ (∆𝐶 𝐶)	  

Source: REHVA (2006) 
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Appendix F. Solar Shading Solutions 
The purpose of this appendix is to present a couple of the currently commonly used solar 

shading solutions for office buildings.  

Fins/Louvers 
Fins/Louvers are horizontally (Figure F1., left) or vertically (Figure F1., right) mounted rigid 

or swiveling shading devices that are protruding or mounted to the front of the building 

(direction depending on which direction the facade is facing). Normally the fins are made of 

aluminum, however, some can be made of glass, stainless steel or fabric. (ES-SO, 2009) 

Compared with outside dynamic solar shading systems, the fins/louvers feature good sun 

protection and passive cooling values. However, due to their low flexibility they can only be 

adapted to different outside conditions to a limited extent and will hence have a reduces 

utilization of natural daylight and other solar gains such as passive heating. When the sun is 

high, the fins/louvers will provide glare protection and increased indoor comfort. However, 

when the sun is low, the fins/louvers does not protect for neither glare nor increased room 

temperature and need to be reinforced with internal sun protection. The contact to the outside 

world is, however, ensured at all times. (ES-SO, 2009). 

Figure F1. Horizontal fins (left) and vertical fins (right). 

 
Source: ES-SO (2009) 
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Solar Control Foil 
Solar Control Foil is a type of sun protection where a sun protection foil has been added or 

laminated to the glass of the window (Figure F2.). Depending on the properties of the foil the 

affect of the sun protection function will differ. This solution primarily fulfills the 

architectural requirements of ensuring an unobstructed contact to the outside world. However, 

the solution cannot reduce the energy input to the same extent as outside shading systems and 

is only sufficient to cover the basic load to prevent over-heating. Also, since the foil is static 

the utilization of natural daylight decreases with higher sun protection. (ES-SO, 2009) 

Figure F2. Sun protection glass with solar control foil. 

 
Source: ES-SO (2009) 

Venetian Blinds 
Venetian Blinds have the typical characteristic of the curtain of horizontal slats that can be 

tilted, raised or lowered (Figure F3). This tilting allow adjustment of the slats in relation to 

the position of the sun and can hence ensure good view to the outside and a good utilization 

of natural daylight and protect from glare. Furthermore, the external venetian blind are highly 

efficient as shading systems since they are adaptable to the outside climatic conditions. Thus, 

they are able to reduce the risk of over-heating in the summer and also prevent heat loss 

through the windows in the summer. (ES-SO, 2009).  

Figure F3. Venetian blinds. 

   
Source: ES-SO (2009)  
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Shutters 
Shutters are characterized by a curtain made of horizontal profiled bars hinged together which 

are mostly made of aluminum, plastic, or wood (Figure F4.). The shutters can be raised to 

open or closed tightly for either sun protection or darkening purposes. The main benefit with 

shutters is that they are very efficient passive shading systems that also can significantly 

reduce the heat loss through the windows. However, sun protection and daylight admittance 

cannot be optimized at the same time and the same account for glare protection and daylight 

admittance. There are shutters available with adjustable slats that can enable contact to the 

outside world even when the shutter is closed, however, with a closed blind the view will be 

disturbed and obstructed. (ES-SO, 2009). 

Figure F4. External variable/dynamic shutters. 

   
Source: ES-SO (2009) 
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Blinds/Awnings 
Blinds/Awnings are characterized by a curtain made of textile that can be entirely retracted if, 

for instance, there is no direct solar radiation (Figure F5.). The textile normally has a 

transmission value of 2-15% in order to enable the possibility to see through it while still 

protecting against heat and glare from the sun. The blinds/awnings are good protection 

against overheating of the building as well as, to some extent, helps reducing heat losses 

during the winter (depending on transmission). Also, the transparency of the material ensures 

utilization of natural daylight while still providing sun protection. However, even though, 

depending on the transparency, it is possible to have some connection to the outside world, 

the view is to a large extent disturbed. (ES-SO, 2009) 

Figure F5. External blinds and awnings. 

  
Source: ES-SO (2009) 
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Appendix G. Summary of EC windows Fulfillment of 
Driving Factors/Attributes  

 

Table G1. Summary of the analysis of the EC window’s fulfillment of the identified driving factors for adoption 
and diffusion of eco-innovations.  

 

 

Iden%fied'factors/a0ributes'which'affects'
adop%on'and'diffusion'of'eco8innova%on' Analysis'of'the'EC'window’s'performance'rela%ve'iden%fied'factors' Fulfillment'

Understanding+of+Customers’+Needs+and+
Wants+

•  Not+enough+understanding.+
•  Too+much+focus+on+energy9saving,+not+enough+focus+on+other+benefits+

Room+for+
improvements+

RelaAve+advantage+

Efficiency+and+cost9
effecAveness+

•  Energy+efficient+due+to+reduced+cooling+need.+Cost9efficient+due+to+
increased+producAvity.+

Good+
performance+

User+comfort/+
health+and+safety+

•  PotenAal+to+improve+health+and+used+user+comfort+due+to+increased+view,+
beIer+admiIance+of+daylight+and+improved+thermal+comfort.+

Good+
performance+

Performance+

•  Has+not+been+tested+in+this+study.+
•  The+current+EC+windows+seem+to+fulfill+most+of+the+market+expectaAons,+

besides+lifeAme,+switching+Ame,+and+size.+
•  Customers+seem+to+have+some+doubts+regarding+the+performance+of+the+

EC+window.++
•  Customers+perceive+the+EC+window+as+more+robust+than+currently+used+

solar+shadings.+

Fulfills+factor+to+
some+extent,+but+
room+for+
improvements+

Symbolism+and+
social+status+

•  PosiAve+responses+regarding+the+technology.+
•  Possesses+a+certain+“wow+factor”.+
•  Could+potenAally+create+a+price+premium+due+to+high9tech+appearance.+

Good+
performance+but+
room+for+
improvement+

Convenience+
•  Reduced+interrupAons+in+work+due+to+bad+IEQ.+
•  Reduced+maintenance+of+the+solar+shading+system.+

Good+
performance+

CompaAbility+

•  Is+compaAble+with+the+customers+need+of+combining+obstructed+view+and+
solar+shading.+

•  CompaAble+with+the+trend+of+green+construcAon+and+increased++user+
comfort.+

•  Important+the+the+EC+window+is+compaAble+with+the+rest+of+the+automaAc+
control+of+the+building+and+that+it+does+not+complicate+future+changes.+

Good+
performance+but+
need+to+be+
considered+in+
future+
development+

Complexity+
•  Simple+to+use+and+to+maintain.+
•  Complex+to+prove+the+value+of+the+benefits.+

Good+
performance+

CalibraAon+of+consumer+knowledge+

•  There+are+test+windows+available.+
•  Few+real9life+studies+conducted+to+work+as+proofs+of+benefits.+
•  Important+that+the+most+interesAng+benefits+and+values+are+clearly+

communicated+to+the+customers.++

Room+for+
improvements+

Re9invenAon+
•  The+currently+commercial+windows+have+limitaAons+in+flexibility.+
•  The+new+EC+foil+increases+flexibility+which+makes+it+more+adaptable+for+

different+cases.+

Good+prospects+
but+room+for+
improvements+

Credibility+of+product+
claims+

Perceived+risk+

•  Customers+are+uncertain+about+the+performance,+lifeAme,+and+the+
durability+of+the+EC+windows.++

•  The+customers+want+more+evidence+of+the+actual+benefits+and+ROI.+
•  Important+that+the+EC+window+actually+delivers+its+promised+value.+
•  Performance+evaluaAon+indicate+that+the+window+should+be+able+to+

deliver+both+the+claimed+environmental+benefits,+and+the+financial+
benefits.+

•  Could+be+preferable+to+get+the+windows+Energy+Star+Labeled.+

Good+prospects+
but+room+for+
improvements+

Perceived+
aIributes+of+the+
suppliers+

•  Many+new+actors+without+any+reputaAon+on+the+market.+
•  Would+be+good+to+partner+up+with+window/IGU+manufacturers+with+a+

good+reputaAon.+
•  Could+be+a+posiAve+thing+that+the+EC+foil+takes+one+step+back+and+becomes+

an+ingredient+in+windows/facades.+

Room+for+
improvements+

PoliAcal+support+and+environmental+policies+ •  20920920+by+2020+supports+the+introducAon+of+energy9saving+technologies.++ Assumed+to+be+
good+


